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Bone  

Structure and function 

Bone tissue is a connective tissue composed of two phases: a mineral phase and an organic phase 

(Piekarski, 1973). The characteristic of having two phases makes bone acquire exceptional 

mechanical properties, as the inorganic phase provides stiffness and strength, while the organic 

component provides toughness. Bone also is a highly dynamic living tissue with a unique 

capability of remodeling and of self-repair (Nordin et al., 2012). Its main functions are to serve as 

the body framework, to protect essential organs, and to distribute and transmit mechanical loads 

that occur due to physical activity. Bone also has a function as a reservoir for calcium, blood cells 

and fat.    

 

At the organ level (> 5 mm), bone tissue is characterized by its porosity into two types of tissues: 

cortical bone (also named dense or compact bone) and trabecular bone (also called cancellous 

or porous bone). Cortical bone tissue has a porosity ranging between 5% and 10%, and a density 

of approximately 1.85 g/cm3. Trabecular bone has a porosity ranging from 50% to 90%, and a 

density in the range of 0.9 – 0.2 g/cm3 (Lieberman et al., 2005). Within the pores of trabecular 

bone fat and marrow is located. Cortical bone typically forms the outer shell of long bones while 

cancellous bone is located near the joints in long bones, and at the center of most other bones. 

The delineation between the cancellous and cortical region is the endosteal boundary. In contrast 

to the periosteal boundary, which identifies the outer surface of the bone, the endosteal 

boundary is not always clearly identifiable as the transition can be smooth with dense cortical 

bone gradually transforming to porous cancellous bone (Piekarski, 1973; Vaz et al., 2011, Burr, 

2019).   

 

At the tissue level (100 – 1000 μm), cortical bone is made up of osteons (also named haversian 

systems): concentric lamellar bone layers that surround a central channel where blood vessels 

and nerves are located. Osteons are around 250 microns in diameter and located in the thicker 

cortical region such as the diaphysis of long bones, but typically are absent in thin cortical layers 

such as in small animals. Trabecular bone at this level is forming a highly connected network 
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consisting of plates and rods with a thickness in the range of 200 μm. The plates and rods typically 

have a preferred orientation that aligns with the loading directions (Meyer et al., 2006; Burr, 

2019). 

 

Microscopically (5 – 50 μm), bone has two forms: woven and lamellar. Woven bone is considered 

immature and is normally found only in the growing bone and in the post-fracture callus. This 

primary bone has the appearance of a disorganized tissue. It has more cells per unit volume that 

the lamellar bone and can form quickly. Lamellar bone is the normal type of bone tissue that 

results as a product of a bone remodeling process. It forms the osteon and is also found as 

packets in trabecular bone tissue (Piekarski, 1973; Vaz et al., 2011, Burr, 2019). 

 

At the nano level (<100 nm), the mineral phase of bone is composed of hydroxyapatite crystals 

and the organic phase of type I collagen (Rho et al., 1998; Burr, 2019). At this level, the 

composition of cortical and trabecular bone tissue is the same. 

 

Bone Cells and Bone Remodeling 

Bone is formed and remodeled by bone cells (Majeska, 2001; Burr, 2019). Three types of cells are 

present in bone tissue: osteoblasts, osteoclast and osteocyte cells. Osteoblast cells form the bone 

tissue. They are mononuclear cells that derive from pre-cursor cells and are located at the surface 

of the bone. Osteoclast cells are bone resorbing cells. They are multinucleated cells characterized 

by their large size (20 to 100 μm in diameter) that also reside at the bone surface. Osteocyte cells, 

finally, are cells located within the bone matrix. They derive from osteoblast cells that are 

embedded in the matrix they form. The osteocytes reside in lacunae within the matrix and form 

a highly connected network as they have many processes that connect to other osteocytes via 

canaliculi in the matrix. Osteocytes also cover the bone surfaces where they are typically referred 

to as bone lining cells.    

 

Throughout its lifetime, old bone tissue is constantly removed by osteoclast cells (resorption) and 

newly formed by osteoblasts (formation) (Geddes, 1996; Rosen, 2003). Every year about 25% of 
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trabecular bone and 3% of cortical bone is replaced (Parfitt, 1994). This process is called bone 

remodeling, and enables bone to repair microcracks and to change its mass and structure. During 

bone remodeling, osteoblasts and osteoclasts work together, in what is called a Basic 

Multicellular Unit (BMU) (Parfitt, 1983; Rosen, 2003; Hollinger, 2005; Crockett et al., 2011). BMU 

remodeling follows a well-defined sequence of phases that always begins with activation, 

followed by resorption, lastly followed by formation (Recker, 1983; Kular et al., 2012). It is 

generally assumed nowadays that osteocyte cells initiate and regulate this process, and that one 

of the main triggers for this is the mechanical loading (Aarden et al., 1994; Manolagas S.C., 2000; 

Matsuo et al., 2008; Crockett et al., 2011). Osteocytes can recruit osteoclast to remove bone at 

locations of microcracks and can stimulate osteoblast to add new bone during the last phase of 

BMU remodeling (Rosen, 2003). By adding more bone than was removed first, highly loaded 

structures can be thickened while by adding less bone than originally removed low loaded 

structures can be thinned (Frost, 1986; Goodship et al., 2001; Hollinger, 2005). In this way bone 

can form strong though lightweight structures that are adapted to mechanical loading 

(Buckwalter et al., 1995; Goodship et al., 2001; Kotiya et al., 2013; Kohrt et al., 2013; Silva, 2013).  

 

Bone tissue mechanical properties 

As mentioned before, one of the main functions of bone is a mechanical one. Bone fractures can 

be catastrophic events, and as such bone strength is an important characteristic. Bone tissue 

strength is highly dependent on the porosity of the bone and the microstructural organization. 

Cortical bone is stronger in the longitudinal (osteonal) direction than in the transverse direction, 

and stronger in compression than in tension (Keaveny et al., 1993; Guo, 1997 and 2001; Huiskes 

et al., 2005; Nordin et al., 2012). In cancellous bone, the strength is highly dependent on the 

preferred orientation of the trabeculae, which can be quantified by a fabric tensor (Turner, 1992; 

Odgaard et al., 1997; Hazrati-Marangalou et al., 2015; Hosseini et al., 2017). For this reason, bone 

strength is often specified as a function of both density and fabric (Keaveny, 2001). 

 

During normal physiological loading, the elastic properties of bone tissue play a major role as 

these determine the stresses and strains that are sensed by the cells. The elastic properties of 
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bone are usually well described as linear elastic and anisotropic. The anisotropy of cortical bone 

is well described as transversally isotropic, with the principal orientation aligned with the 

osteonal orientation. Cancellous bone is better described as orthotropic, with elastic planes of 

symmetry aligned with the principal trabecular orientations (Keaveny, 2003). To account for this 

type of anisotropy, the elastic properties of cancellous bone are often specified as a function of 

its porosity and a fabric tensor (van Rietbergen et al., 2001). 

 

Load adaptive Bone remodeling  

The strength and elastic properties of bone tissue can change due to bone remodeling. In the 

healthy case, this enables bone to adapt its stiffness and strength to changes in activity. For 

example, strenuous exercises can increase bone strength while long time disuse will reduce bone 

strength. This functional adaptation of bones is generally referred to as “Wolff´s law” (Wolff, 

1892), which states that bone density and microarchitecture adapt to the loading it is subjected 

to. It was proposed already long ago that this adaptation is the results of a “quantitative self-

regulating mechanism” regulated by cells (Roux, 1881). At that time, however, it was not possible 

to test such propositions. During the last decades, computer models based on hypothetical bone 

remodeling rules have been developed, and these have shown that, indeed, a relatively simple 

self-organizational process can result in the formation of load-adaptive bone structures and can 

describe bone adaptation in case of changes in loading (Huiskes, 2000).  

 

Clinical problem: osteoporosis 

With aging, the balance between bone formation and resorption becomes unbalanced in favor 

of resorption, leading to bone loss. Whereas part of this loss is due to lower activity levels, hence 

the result of load-adaptive bone remodeling, most is actually the result of a deregulation of the 

load adaptation process which results from hormonal changes (Parfitt et al., 1995). This condition 

of excessive bone loss, called osteoporosis, leads to deterioration of the bone microarchitecture, 

enhanced bone fragility and increased bone fracture risk due to a fall (Genant et al., 1999). 

Clinically, osteoporosis is defined as a condition where the Bone Mineral Density (BMD) as 

measured by Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DEXA) is less than 2.5 standard deviations below 
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that in healthy women at the age of 30 (Compston et al., 2019). Osteoporosis affects mainly 

trabecular bone, but also contributes to the thinning and increased porosity of the cortical walls 

(Seeman, 2007). These reductions in trabecular and cortical density are directly associated with 

a reduction in bone strength (Hayes et al., 1991). As a result, patient suffering from osteoporosis 

have a higher risk of fragility fractures. Such fractures typically occur at the hip, distal radius and 

in vertebrae. Treatment options depend on the site of fracture. For hip fractures a total joint 

replacement is typically the only option. For the distal radius, the treatment depends on the 

severity of the fracture. For non-displaced fractures, a cast fixation for 6 weeks is the most 

common treatment that generally will lead to successful healing. In case of displaced fractures, 

or fractures consisting of multiple fragments, fixation plates possibly in combination with 

resorbable bone cement can be used to better stabilize the fracture. Vertebral fractures, finally, 

often remain untreated (or even undetected as they often do not cause pain). If needed, the 

collapsed vertebrae can be augmented with bone cement (vertebroplasty). It is possible as well 

to first restore vertebral height before applying the bone cement (kyphoplasty). Treatment is not 

always possible though. In particular hip fractures are a catastrophic event for elderly. Only about 

25% of the elderly will fully recover, why a similar percentage will die due to fracture-related 

complications in the first year (Malik et al., 2018; Compston et al., 2019). It thus is important to 

avoid fractures. This, however, requires an accurate diagnosis of bone fracture risk.  

 

Diagnosis of bone fracture risk 

From bone density and morphology 

As mentioned above, DEXA is presently the most widely used technique to quantify osteoporosis 

by measuring areal BMD at the hip, spine or other parts of the body. Advantages of this technique 

are its low radiation dose, short scan time wide availability and easy clinical interpretation 

(Messina et al., 2018). Whereas DEXA measurements can well identify very osteoporotic and 

healthy individuals, it is not very sensitive nor specific in predicting fracture risk for other 

patients. It has been described that only half of the patients that suffer from a major osteoporotic 

fracture would have been diagnosed as being osteoporotic based on DEXA measurements 

(McClung, 2006). Several efforts have been made to improve the prediction of bone fracture risk 
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by adding other risk factors to the BMD values (e.g. FRAX) (Whitlock et al., 2019). Although these 

have somewhat improved the sensitivity/specificity of the fracture risk prediction, an accurate 

prediction still is not possible.   

 

As DEXA can only provide projected images, a major limitation is that it cannot distinguish 

between cortical and cancellous bone. Also, it cannot measure the true bone density, but only 

an area-weighted density (often named areal BMD or aBMD). The latter is not only dependent 

on bone density, but also on bone size. Later studies have therefore proposed quantitative CT 

(QCT) imaging as a tool for the diagnosis of bone fracture risk. With QCT imaging, it is possible to 

measure the bone density in a true volumetric way, individually for the cancellous and cortical 

region. Although this enables a better-defined measure of bone density, results of QCT based 

analyses for the prediction of bone fracture risk have not been much better than those of DEXA 

(Davis et al., 2013). This relates to the fact that true BMD (unlike aBMD) values are independent 

of bone size, whereas bone strength obviously is dependent on bone size, and to the fact that 

the resolution of QCT is not high enough for an adequate representation of the cortex in areas 

where it is thin (near the joints, and in in vertebrae). 

 

A limitation of both DEXA and QCT is that they can only measure bone density as their resolution 

is not good enough to recognize the trabecular architecture. With the introduction of High 

Resolution peripheral Quantitative CT (HR-pQCT) imaging, it has become possible to also image 

trabecular morphological changes (Boutroy et al., 2011; Lespessailles et al., 2018; Ramalho et al., 

2018; Neto et al., 2019). A major advantage of this technique is the high resolution (82 or 61 

microns isotropic, depending on model type) that enables an accurate representation of the 

trabecular network and the cortical region. Also, it enables the quantification of changes in bone 

morphology that would not result in changes in bone density, which is of particular interest when 

testing new drugs or treatments. Major disadvantages of this technique are the fact that it can 

be used only to scan the peripheral bones (typically distal radius and distal tibia) and the limited 

availability (presently around 80 systems worldwide). Several studies have investigated if 

morphological parameters measured by HR-pQCT are better predictors of bone fracture risk than 
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DEXA (Pahr et al., 2009; Boutroy et al., 2011; van Rietbergen, 2015; Butscheidt et al., 2018; Fink 

et al., 2018; Samelson et al., 2019). Although such studies have found clear differences between 

fracture patients and controls, it was found that the fracture risk prediction is not much 

improved.  

 

From finite element modeling 

Finite element (FE) modeling has long been proposed to better estimate bone fracture risk. 

Unlike bone density and morphology parameters, it does not rely on stochastic relationships 

between density/morphology and bone strength but provides a direct mathematical relationship 

between the bone internal and external morphology and bone strength. Finite element models 

can be derived directly from CT scans. The geometry of the model then is manually or 

automatically derived from the periosteal contour of the bone and subdivided in elements. The 

element density is derived from the grey-level of the voxels underlying the element (Mulder et 

al., 2004). As this meshing technique can be time consuming, a more popular approach nowadays 

is the voxel conversion technique, where bone voxels are directly converted to brick elements in 

the FE model (Keyak et al., 1990). While most studies only accounted for bone density to 

represent the element material properties, later studies also included bone fabric to quantify 

bone anisotropic properties (Hazrati-Marangalou et al., 2015). Whereas FE models can much 

better predict bone strength than density or morphological analyses, their ability to predict bone 

fracture risk is less clear. Whereas good results were reported in some studies (Niebur et al., 

2000; Keyak et al., 2011; Kawabata et al., 2017; Sternheim et al., 2018), other studies did not 

show a major improvement (Carballido-Gamio et al., 2013; Keyak et al., 2013). 

 

With the introduction of the HR-pQCT, it became possible as well to perform micro-FE analyses 

that model that actual bone microstructure (Pistoia et al., 2002; van Rietbergen et al., 2015). 

Several studies have validated the strength prediction of micro-FE analyses based on HR-pQCT 

images of the distal radius and found considerable improvements over strength predictions 

based on DEXA aBMD or other density measures (Pistoia et al., 2004; Macneil et al., 2008; Varga 

et al., 2010 and 2016; Whittier et al., 2018). Micro-FE has also been used in many clinical studies 
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to predict bone fractures. When considering retrospective cross-sectional studies that compare 

measurements of subjects with fractures with measurements of controls, however, the 

association of the micro-FE parameters with fractures was not much higher than of DEXA-based 

parameters (van Rietbergen et al., 2015). This could be contributed to the fact that in such 

retrospective studies the fracture often occurred many years before the scanning, and many 

patients were treated with bisphosphonates after the treatment, such that the measured 

structure did not well reflect the structure at the time of fracture. In a recent study that included 

results from many prospective studies, it was found that the association between fractures and 

micro-FE results indeed was much stronger than that of any other parameter investigated 

(Samelson et al., 2019).  

 

Micro-FE analyses have also been used to measure the stiffness of fractured bone (de Jong et al., 

2014). In such studies the fractured region is scanned and micro-FE analyses involving 

compression/bending tests are simulated. It was found that the calculated stiffness first drops, 

and only after some 3 weeks the micro-FE calculated stiffness showed a clear increase in stiffness 

over time. Two years later, the fractured site actually had a higher stiffness than the contralateral 

site (de Jong et al., 2017a).  

 

Presently, however, it is still unclear what the accuracy of such micro-FE analyses of fractured 

bone are as unlike with intact bone, an experimental validation is not feasible. It seems likely that 

several systematic errors will occur, such as the fact that trabeculae that touch will be considered 

to be bonded and the fact that bone tissue itself may be damaged, but that this cannot be derived 

from the images. It was proposed that such artefacts could explain, for example, the initial drop 

in stiffness seen in the fracture healing studies (de Jong et al., 2014). Similar problems may occur 

for bone that is treated by plates and cement after a fracture. Metal plates may lead to severe 

imaging artefacts, although these can be avoided by using other materials (de Jong et al., 2017b). 

The cement can be visualized with HR-pQCT as these cements are radiopaque, but it presently is 

unclear to what extent the stiffness of bone treated with cement can be predicted by micro-FE 

or other analyses. 
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Thesis outline 

The first goal of this thesis therefore was to investigate to what extent micro-FE analysis based 

on high resolution CT-images can accurately estimate material properties of intact and damaged 

bone tissue. To reach this goal, first the ability of micro-FE analysis to estimate the compressive 

stiffness of cancellous bone samples after a fracture was tested (chapter 2). Subsequently, the 

stiffness after cementing a fractured sample was measured and compared to the fractured and 

unfractured situation (chapter 3). In this study also, micro-FE was used in order to test if it can 

predict the stiffness of cemented bone.  

 

As mentioned in the introduction above, however, the first goal of diagnosis should be to avoid 

bone fractures. The other chapters in this thesis therefore focus on the bone strength prediction. 

In chapter 4, this is done for small animal models. In such studies bone strength is often measured 

using three-point bending tests, the results of which then are analyzed by beam theory. In this 

chapter we investigate the accuracy of this approach for rat femur bone. In chapter 5 we then 

move to the mechanical analysis of human bone strength based on HR-pQCT in-vivo scans. 

Although this method has been validated in several studies for the first generation of this type of 

scanner, there was no validation yet for the second generation of HR-pQCT devices, even though 

it was clear that strength and stiffness parameters may need to be changed. The goal of this 

chapter therefore was to establish optimal parameters when performing micro-FE and also 

homogenized FE analyses. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recently, micro-Finite Element (micro-FE) analysis based on High Resolution peripheral 

Quantitative CT (HRpQCT) images was introduced to quantify the state of fracture healing (de 

Jong et al., 2014). That study suggested that the direct post-fracture stiffness may be 

overestimated by micro-FE. The aim of this study was to investigate this further by measuring the 

loss in stiffness of cancellous bone samples under compressive loading and to compare this with 

predictions based on micro-FE analyses and bone microstructural and fracture morphology. Sixty 

porcine trabecular cores were micro-CT scanned and tested in compression before and after 

inducing a fracture in 4 different manners. The loss in stiffness as measured in the experiment 

was compared to that calculated from micro-FE analysis. Additionally, bone morphology 

parameters and fracture thickness were calculated. The experimentally measured loss in stiffness 

ranged from 37% to 80%. The losses calculated from the micro-FE analyses were lower and 

ranged from 36% to 61%, while in one case an increase in stiffness was calculated. For 2 of the 4 

experiments, the results of the experiment and micro-FE analyses were significantly different. 

Only for very smooth fractures good agreement was obtained between FE and experimental 

results. The loss in stiffness did not correlate with any investigated bone morphology parameter 

or the thickness of the fracture region. It was concluded that micro-FE analysis can severely 

overestimate the stiffness of fractured bone depending on the type of fracture, but in the case 

of smooth fractures good estimates are possible.  
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INTRODUCTION  

In recent studies, micro-Finite Element (micro-FE) analysis based on High Resolution peripheral 

Quantitative CT (HRpQCT) images has been introduced as a new tool to quantify the state of 

fracture healing for distal radius fractures (de Jong et al., 2014; Meyer et al., 2014). With this 

approach, the in-vivo microstructural geometry of the fractured bone region is represented by a 

3D finite element model and the stiffness of that region is calculated by simulating a compression 

or bending test. The consolidation of the fracture is then quantified by the increase in stiffness 

over time. It was demonstrated that such an approach can detect significant increases in bone 

mechanical properties as expected during healing. Interestingly, however, the micro-FE approach 

predicts that the stiffness of the fractured region will first drop, and only increases after 3 weeks 

of healing (de Jong et al., 2014).  

 

A possible explanation for this effect, that is eluded as well in the earlier study, could be that the 

micro-FE approach overpredicts the stiffness of the fractured region just after the fracture 

occurred. There are two major reasons why this could be the case. First, in the fractured region, 

trabeculae from both fracture sides might touch or interlock to each other. In the HR-pQCT 

images, such touching and interlocking trabeculae appear to be connected. As a consequence, in 

the micro-FE models these trabeculae will be modelled as connected rather than fractured, thus 

leading to an overestimation of the stiffness. Second, due to the fracture, large deformations 

occur in trabecula, which leads to damage accumulation and consequent degradation of their 

material properties. Since the accumulated damage is not visible in the HR-pQCT images, it will 

not be accounted for in the micro-FE models. Both these factors could result in an overestimation 

of the calculated stiffness, and it is only after remodelling has taken place and a new connected 

bone structure has been formed, that the micro-FE analysis is expected to provide good estimates 

of the stiffness of the healing region. 

 

Whereas it thus is likely that micro-FE analysis will not accurately predict the bone stiffness just 

after the fracture is formed, presently no information is available about the severity of this error, 
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and if this error relates to the type of fracture (e.g. it may be more severe for irregular than for 

smooth fractures), the trabecular architecture (e.g. it may be more severe in low density bone 

than in high density bone) or the fracture morphology (e.g. it may be more severe for fractures 

with a large damage region than for fractures with a narrow damage region). In the present study 

we therefore aim at comparing the loss in stiffness predicted by micro-FE analyses with those 

measured in an experimental test for bone samples for which high-resolution images and 

stiffness measurements were obtained before and after different types of fractures were 

artificially created. Specific goals were first, to measure the loss in stiffness under compressive 

loading for different types of induced fractures and to compare these measurements with 

predictions based on micro-FE analyses. A second goal was to investigate whether the loss in 

stiffness is related to the bone microstructural morphology or the fracture morphology. Bone 

microstructural and fracture morphology were assessed from the same micro-CT scans using 3D 

morphology measures and image registration techniques. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Material 

Sixty cylindrical trabecular bone samples (7.5 mm diameter) were obtained from porcine 

proximal tibiae using a hollow drill irrigated with PBS. The longitudinal axis of the samples was 

normal to the tibia plateau. After drilling, the samples were cut at both ends to a length of 10 

mm using a diamond blade saw to ensure plan-parallel ends. Bone marrow was left inside during 

the whole procedure and care was taken that the samples did not contain any part of the physis. 

 

MicroCT scanning and mechanical testing 

Each sample was scanned in a micro-CT (µCT 80, Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland) at a resolution 

of 20 µm (Voltage 70 kVp; Intensity 114 µA; Integration time 300 ms) in air in a closed holder. 

After scanning, all samples were subjected to a non-destructive compression test to determine 

their stiffness (Fig. 1). For testing, metal endcaps were glued to the ends of the specimen to 

reduce the end-artefact effects (Linde, 1994; Keaveny et al., 1994). A pre-load of 20 N was applied 

to the specimen four times after which the load was increased till 200 N, corresponding to a 
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stress of around 4.5 MPa, at a speed of 0.1 mm/min (Universal testing machine BT1-FB010TND30, 

Zwick/Roell, Germany). At this level, the elastic behaviour was still in the linear elastic range for 

all samples tested. An optical measurement system (VideoXtens multicamera extensometer, 

Zwick/Roell, Germany) was used as extensometer to measure strain directly at the sample’s 

surface. By fitting a line to the region of 100 – 200 N of the force-displacement curve, the 

experimental stiffness was determined.  

 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of the compression test measured by the optical measurement system (left) and a measurement 

image obtained from this optical measurement system (right).  

 

Inducing fractures 

The 60 samples were divided into three groups of 20 samples each. Samples in the first group 

were transversely cut at their mid-section using a diamond-blade saw (DS group) (Fig. 2a), 

representing an osteotomy. Samples in the second group were “fractured” by pulling a 0.4 mm 

diameter steel cable through their centre while supporting their ends (SC group) (Fig. 2b), 

creating a shearing stress fracture. Samples in the third group were fractured by a drop weight: 

0.5 kg, 20 cm fall-height (Fig. 2c). In half of the samples (n=10), compressive impact was applied 

(CI group), in the other half (n=10) a 3-point bending impact (BI group). These last mechanisms 

created an impacted fracture (where bone fragments are driven into each other) and a 

comminuted fracture, respectively.  
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Figure 2. Different methods to induce a fracture inside the bone samples: (A) by a diamond-blade saw (DS group), 

(B) by a steel cable (SC group) and, (C) by impact load (CI and BI groups) (C). In this last, compression direction is 

shown. 

 

After the fracture was created, the two parts of the sample were put together in their original 

position and micro-CT scanning and mechanical test measurements were repeated. No efforts 

were taken to precisely align the two parts of the samples and in particular for the samples that 

were cut with the diamond blade saw, it was possible that both ends were slightly rotated relative 

to each other compared to the intact case. When the fractures were complete, the main two 

halves were put together in their original position together with any other smaller fragments. 

Fragments were not held together during the second test.  

 

Image analysis 

Micro-CT image processing included gauss filtering (sigma=2, support=0.8 voxels) and 

segmentation of the bone phase using a global threshold of 220 per mile of the maximum grey 

value, corresponding to 483 mg HA/ccm. From the segmented images, the following morphology 

indices were determined for the cylindrical region encompassing the specimen: Bone volume 

fraction (BV/TV), Trabecular number (Tb.N), Trabecular Thickness (Tb.Th), Trabecular Space 

(Tb.Sp), and Structural Model Index (SMI). To better quantify the morphology of the fracture 

itself, an image registration technique similar to one that was described earlier was applied 

(Tassani et al., 2014). With this technique, the image of one fractured part of a sample was 

registered to its intact image using rigid image registration (Ellouz et al., 2014). After registration, 

only the bone voxels that are present in both images are segmented. After removing 
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unconnected parts, a dilation operation with a distance of 30 voxels was performed, effectively 

filling the inter-trabecular space in the registered region. Following, an erosion operation with 

the same distance was applied, bringing back the volume to its original size. Finally, a strong gauss 

filter (sigma=20, support=30 voxels) was applied and the resulting image was thresholded 

(threshold= 500 per mile). In this way a solid volume was obtained that represents the intact part 

of the sample. By performing this operation for both fragments of each sample, the non-damaged 

part of each sample could be indicated, and the part of the sample that was not within these two 

regions was considered the fracture region (Fig. 3). The average thickness of this fracture region 

(Fx.Th) was quantified using a distance transformation function that measured the shortest 

distance between the two fracture sites. This value then was used as a measure of fracture 

morphology.  

 

 

 
Figure 3. Scheme of the implemented image registration procedure to quantify the morphology of the fracture.  

 

Micro-FE 

The segmented images were converted to micro-FE models using a voxel conversion procedure 

(van Rietbergen et al., 1995). In addition, models with a resolution of 40, 60 and 80 micron voxel 
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size were generated by downscaling the original images and these were converted to micro-FE 

models as well. The latter was done to enable a clinical translation of the results since 60 and 80 

micron resolutions can be obtained in-vivo. A compression test was first simulated (E = 1 GPa) to 

determine an initial stiffness of each intact specimen. The tissue Young's modulus was then 

calculated such that the experimental and the micro-FE calculated stiffness matched. This 

modulus was used for all later micro-FE simulations for that specimen. The Poisson's ratio was 

set to 0.3. All image processing and micro-FE analyses were performed using IPL v5.16 (Scanco 

Medical AG, Switzerland).  

 

Analysis of results 

The change in compressive stiffness due to the fracture then was quantified as:  

 

∆𝐾[%] = ∗ 100                           (1) 

 

where Kintact is the stiffness for the intact specimen and Kcut is the stiffness after the fracture was 

made. This change in stiffness was calculated both for the micro-FE calculated and for the 

experimentally measured stiffness to investigate to what extent the micro-FE models can 

reproduce the experimental results.  

 

Statistical analysis  

To investigate differences in the loss in stiffness for different fracture types and differences 

between measured and FE-predicted values, a mixed two-way ANOVA was performed with one 

factor representing the fracture-type (the 4 types of fracture) and the other factor the analysis-

approach (experiment or FE-analysis at different resolutions). A repeated measure was used in 

the analysis-approach factor and a Bonferroni post-hoc test was used to test for significance of 

differences between groups and between experimental and FE-results. The Shapiro-Wilk’s test 

was used to test the normality of the distribution, which was found to be acceptable (p>0.05) for 

all the types of fracture at all types of analysis. 
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Furthermore, a one-way ANOVA with the fracture-generation approach as the independent 

factor and the measured fracture thickness as the dependent variable was conducted to 

determine if the fracture thickness was different for groups with different type of induced 

fracture. A check for the assumptions of normality of the distribution was made using the 

Shapiro-Wilk’s test and that of homogeneity of variances was assessed by the Levene’s test of 

homogeneity of variances. Both assumptions were found to be acceptable (p>0.05). 

 

Finally, to investigate to what extent this experimentally measured change in stiffness correlates 

with the initial bone microstructure morphology and the fracture morphology, correlation 

coefficients between the change in stiffness as measured in the experiment and the different 

morphology parameters were calculated, both for the different groups and for the pooled data. 

A multiple regression analysis then was performed on the pooled data to investigate if any 

combination of morphology parameters could lead to improved predictions of the change in 

stiffness due to a fracture. 

 

RESULTS 

The micro-CT images of the fractured samples revealed the different morphologies of the 

different induced fractures (figure 4 top). The cut made by the diamond-blade saw produced a 

smooth cut, difficult to recognize on the micro-CT scan for the DS group, but the other 

approaches to induce a fracture create substantial damage to the structure locally. For the SC 

group, damage is concentrated in a confined cross section where the cable was pulled. The CI 

group generally showed an oblique densification area whereas the BI group generally showed a 

more varied fracture shape and location. All these fracture morphologies were in good 

agreement with the expected morphologies depending on the respective applied mechanism to 

induce the fracture. 
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Figure 4. Micro-CT image-based models of the fractured samples (top) and the non-damaged bone models 

(bottom).  

 

Whereas it was thus difficult to identify the fracture region by visual inspection, the image 

registration procedure resulted in a clear identification of non-damaged and damaged regions 

(Fig. 4 bottom). The calculated fracture thickness (mean±SD) was 0.51±.81 [mm] for the DS group, 

1.38±.30 [mm] for the SC group, 2.61±1.35 [mm] for the CI group and 0.91±.21 [mm] for the BI 

group. The one-way Anova analysis, however, revealed that these differences were not 

significant (p=0.078). It should be noted that for the DS group, the calculated Fx.Th was found to 

be 1.51 mm, but this was largely determined by the thickness of the saw blade, therefore the 

Fx.Th for this case was corrected to 0.51 [mm] (Fig. 5).  
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Figure 5. Fracture thickness (Fx.Th) for all cases of fracture. The red region represents the material grinded by the 

applied mechanism to induce the fracture. 

 

A dramatic loss in experimentally measured stiffness due to the fracture was found for all 

specimens (Fig. 6). On average, the loss in stiffness was 37% for the DS group, 86% for the SC 

group, 76% for the CI group and 76% for the BI group. The Anova analysis revealed significant 

differences between the loss in stiffness measured for the DS group and any of the other groups 

(Table 1). Results for the other groups, however, did not differ significantly from each other.  
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Figure 6. Change in stiffness measured after the fractures were induced on the specimens for the fractures created 

by the diamond blade saw, the steel cable, the compression impact force, and the three-point bending impact 

force. The blue bars represent the experimental loss in stiffness while the red bars represent the micro-FE 

predicted loss in stiffness at 20 microns voxel size.   

 

For the DS group, the average loss in stiffness predicted by the FE-analyses agreed well with the 

experimental results (predicted loss in stiffness: 33-39 %, depending on resolution), for the other 

cases, however, the loss in stiffness predicted by the FE-analyses was less than measured in the 

experiment. For the CI group, on average the micro-FE analyses even predicted an increase in 

stiffness after fracture. Also for this case, very large standard deviations were found for the 

predictions. 

 

The Anova analysis revealed no significant differences between experimental and FE-predicted 

loss in stiffness for the DS group (Table 2). Also for the BI group, the experimental and FE-

predicted results were not significantly different for most resolutions used. For the SC and CI 

groups, however, differences were significant (p<0.0001).  
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Correlations between the morphology parameters and the loss in stiffness revealed no significant 

correlations (Table 3) except for trabecular thickness in the BI group. Further analysis, however, 

revealed that this high value was mainly due to the presence of an influential point and it thus 

was considered an unreliable correlation (Rosner, 2011). When excluding this point, no 

significant correlation was found (R=0.468, p=0.204). Also a non-parametric analysis revealed no 

significant correlation (rho=0.527, p=.117). For these reasons, this correlation was not further 

considered. The multiple linear regression analysis performed for the pooled data set to 

investigate if any combination of morphology parameters would better correlate with the change 

in stiffness due to a fracture revealed that no combination of morphological parameters would 

reach a coefficient of determination exceeding 0.2, and none of these were significant.  

 

 

Table 1: Comparison of differences in measured loss in stiffness for the different fracture types. The different fracture 

groups are indicated by their acronyms: DS=Diamond-blade Saw, SC=Steel Cable, CI=Compressive Impact and 

BI=Bending Impact. 

p-values Type of induced Fracture 

Type of Analysis DS - SC DS - CI DS - BI SC - CI SC - BI CI - BI 

Experimental 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.698 0.104 0.479 

 

 

 

Table 2: Comparison of differences in the measured loss in stiffness and the FE-calculated loss in stiffness. The 

different fracture groups are indicated by their acronyms: DS=Diamond-blade Saw, SC=Steel Cable, CI=Compressive 

Impact and BI=Bending Impact. 

p-values FE-resolution (micron) 

Fracture Groups 80 60 40 20 

DS 1.000 0.197 0.678 1.000 

SC 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

CI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

BI 0.030 0.053 0.170 0.353 
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Table 3: Correlation coefficients R between the morphology parameters and the experimental measured loss in 

stiffness for all resolutions. The different fracture groups are indicated by their acronyms: DS=Diamond-blade Saw, 

SC=Steel Cable, CI=Compressive Impact and BI=Bending Impact.   

R  n BV/TV Tb.N Tb.Th Tb.Sp SMI Fx.Th 

DS 20 0.218  0.350  0.051  -0.276                 -0.160         -0.834    

SC 20 -0.050              -0.006                     -0.212             -0.007            -0.004                  0.402     

CI 10 0.107  0.482  -0.296             -0.431                0.311       0.223    

BI 10 0.130              -0.426               0.730*                   0.335     -0.266               0.362             

Pooled Data 

set 
60 0.138     0.183     -0.004         -0.176                 -0.147            0.146    

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

 

DISCUSSION 

The goals of this study were: first, to measure the loss in stiffness under compressive loading for 

different types of induced fractures and to compare these measurements with predictions based 

on micro-FE analyses, and second, to investigate whether the loss in stiffness is related to the 

bone microstructural morphology or the fracture morphology. The results of this study 

demonstrated that micro-FE analyses indeed would overestimate the stiffness of fractured bone 

in cases where the fractured bone ends were irregular (fractures made by the cable and through 

the impact forces), although significant differences were found only for the SC and the CI groups. 

Only in the case of a smooth cut (samples cut by the diamond blade saw) the estimation of 

stiffness was good. This indicates that micro-FE analysis likely does not provide reasonable results 

in case of bone fractures due to trauma or osteoporosis, but it could provide reasonable 

assessment of bone stiffness after orthopaedic interventions such as osteotomies. It should be 

noted, however, that the cut generated by orthopaedic oscillating saws is expected to be less 

smooth than the one generated by the diamond blade saw used here. 

 

It should be noted that the stiffness values calculated for the damaged specimens were not 

corrected for the change in length of the specimen after the fracture was created. On average, 

the length of the specimens in the DS and CI group after fracture was reduced by 0.5 mm and 1.0 

mm respectively, while that of the specimens in the SC and BI group was slightly increased by 0.1 
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mm and 0.3 mm respectively, due to the rough fracture surface. Correcting for such changes in 

length would change the calculated stiffness values by 1% (SC group) to 10% (CI group). However, 

since such corrections would be the same for the experimental and micro-FE results, it would not 

affect the results for the calculated change in stiffness. 

 

We assumed there would be two major reasons why micro-FE analysis would overpredict the 

stiffness of fractured bone. First, in the fractured region trabeculae from both fracture sides 

might touch or interlock whereas in the HR-pQCT images, such touching and interlocking 

trabeculae appear to be connected to each other. And second, during the fracture, large 

deformations occur in trabeculae leading to damage accumulation and consequent reduction of 

their material properties. The design of our experiments enabled us to differentiate between 

these effects. When using the diamond-blade saw, no damage to the tissue itself was expected, 

which was visually confirmed from the micro-CT scans and the image registration analysis. Thus, 

the reduction of stiffness was assumed to be due to the loss of connectivity at the interface 

(related to the mismatch of trabecular ends at the fracture interface), in that cut trabeculae 

cannot transfer any tensile loads or bending moments, and that cut trabeculae no longer are 

supported at both ends, such that they will bend and buckle much easier. This combined effect 

is similar to what has been reported as the ‘end artifact’ in experimental studies that use bone 

samples for compression tests (Keaveny et al., 1994 and 2009; Linde, 1994). Based on the 

experiment, we conclude that these effects will reduce the stiffness by approximately 40%. This 

is somewhat less than what has been reported for the ‘end artifact’ in compression tests earlier, 

but in these earlier tests the cut surfaces were in contact with the steel plates of the test machine 

whereas in our setup they are in contact with each other, which likely still provides some support 

against sliding. The fact that the micro-FE results were in good agreement with the experiments 

in the diamond saw case, indicates that the major reason for the loss in stiffness is probably the 

reduced connectivity at the interface, since this was the only known effect that could have lead 

to reduced stiffness after fracture that both the experiment and the micro-FE analyses could have 

accounted for.  
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For the other groups the loss of stiffness was around 80%, indicating that the loss of stiffness due 

to damage of bone material is of a similar magnitude as that due to the loss of connectivity. The 

somewhat lower loss in stiffness for the bending impacted specimens when compared to the 

cable-cut specimens could relate to the fact the impact loading creates a more brittle fracture, 

due to its high speed. The rather low value for the Fx.Th also points in this direction. 

 

The low correlations between morphological parameters and the loss of stiffness indicate that it 

is not possible to improve the prediction of the loss of stiffness by measuring bone morphology. 

A possible explanation for this finding could be that the morphological parameters, which are 

averaged over the whole specimen, do not provide information about the very local processes 

that lead to the initiation and progression of the fracture that in the end determine the 

morphology of the fracture region.  It is possible that other parameters or parameters that are 

measured in the fracture region only would provide a better estimate for the loss in stiffness. The 

experiments as performed in our study, however, are not suitable for exploring this further since 

in 3 of the 4 groups the location of the fracture is prescribed by the experiment.  

 

A few limitations of this study should be mentioned. First, we only included trabecular bone. It 

seems reasonable to expect that the overestimation of stiffness is higher for trabecular than for 

cortical bone specimens, such that the results presented here may be considered a worst case 

scenario.  In distal radius fractures, the cortical bone will be carrying load as well. However, in 

particular in elderly, the cortical bone at the most distal regions is usually rather thin and it is 

expected that most of the load is carried by the trabecular core.   

 

Second, the technique used here to determine the fracture thickness cannot be used in the same 

way for bone in-vivo since in that case no pre-fracture image is available to register the scan to. 

In the present study, however, it was included merely to investigate its potential predictive value, 

and the present results do not warrant further investigation of this measure for the prediction of 

the stiffness loss.  
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Third, when translating our results to patient studies, our results are only valid directly after the 

fracture occurred. During fracture healing, new bone tissue will form and gradually the fracture 

will be closed. It is possible to model this process using micro-FE modelling with element moduli 

that are dependent on the local mineralisation (Shefelbine et al., 2005; de Jong et al., 2014). Once 

a connection is established, it will also be possible to investigate other loading modes than 

compression as used here, such as bending and torsion (de Jong et al. 2014). Validating results 

for different stages of healing, however, will require animal experiments, and is beyond the scope 

of the present study. 

 

In conclusion, the results of this study demonstrated that micro-FE analysis severely 

overestimated the stiffness of fractured cancellous bone and that this much depended on the 

type of the fracture. Only in the case of very smooth fractures or osteotomies, the micro-FE 

results provided reasonable estimations of the stiffness.  
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ABSTRACT 

In case of severe fragility fractures, bone cements are often used to stabilize the fracture. In this 

study we investigated to what extent calcium-phosphate cements (CPC) can restore the original 

compressive stiffness of fractured cancellous bone samples, and if this restoration can be 

evaluated from micro-FE analyses or the cement morphology. A total of 56 porcine trabecular 

cores were micro-CT scanned and tested in compression before and after fracture (induced in 3 

different manners) and after cement stabilization. Based on the micro-CT images, micro-FE 

models were created to simulate the experimental tests and the cement morphology was 

quantified. The stiffness measured after cement fixation was 12% to 53% less than the original 

intact stiffness. The micro-FE analyses underpredicted the stiffness of smooth cemented 

fractures while it overpredicted that of non-smooth cemented fractures. Only poor correlations 

were found between the cemented stiffness and cement morphology. It was concluded that 

CPC´s can only partly restore the compressive stiffness of cancellous bone samples and that 

neither micro-FE nor the cement morphology can provide an accurate estimate of compressive 

stiffness directly after cement fixation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, Calcium Phosphate Cements (CPC) are widely recognized as versatile bone graft 

substitutes for fixation of prostheses and screws (Stadelmann et al., 2010; Larsson et al., 2012; 

Kohlhof et al., 2013), filling bone defects (Scheer et al., 2009; Winge et al., 2018), correcting 

skeletal deformities (van de Watering et al., 2012; Hoekstra et al., 2013), and restoring the 

structural integrity of fractures of lower limbs (Beckmann et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2009; Goff et 

al., 2013), vertebrae (Tarsuslugil et al., 2013; Nakano et al., 2014; Maestretti et al., 2014) and 

distal radius (Kopylov et al., 2002; Sripada et al., 2006;  Lozano-Calderon et al., 2007). Compared 

to other bone graft substitutes that can only provide mechanical support after new bone has 

grown into the graft, the advantage of CPC’s is that they provide immediate support. In particular 

when used for the stabilization of fractured bone, this is an advantage as it enables some load 

bearing before the bone healing process has progressed. For successful healing, however, the 

micromotions and strains in the damaged region should be reduced to normal physiological 

values. This implies that the stiffness of the cemented bone should be similar to the pre-fractured 

state, even directly after the CPC treatment. Over time, the cement then is supposed to gradually 

resorb while new bone is formed, which in the ideal situation would imply a rather constant 

stiffness over time until full healing. Presently, however, it is unclear to what extent cement can 

recover this original stiffness of fractured bone at different time-points of the healing process. In 

the present study, we focus on the mechanical properties of fractured bone directly after CPC 

treatment. The goals of this study were to investigate: first, to what extent CPC can restore the 

original bone stiffness of cancellous specimens subjected to different types of fractures; second, 

whether the stiffness of cemented bone can be evaluated by micro-FE analyses; and third, if the 

final stiffness after cementation is related to the cement morphology or the extent of the bone-

cement interface. To investigate this, we use small cancellous bone samples for which high-

resolution images were obtained before and after a fracture was induced (in 3 different manners) 

and after cement fixation of the fractured samples. The stiffness of the samples obtained 

experimentally is then correlated to morphological parameters and to the stiffness calculated 

from micro-FE. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The methods used in this study were largely the same as those implemented previously (Chapter 

2). In addition to a summarized overview of these methods, the cement analysis that was not 

part of the previous publication is provided in detail. 

 

Sample preparation, scanning and testing 

Fifty-six cylindrical trabecular bone samples (7.5 mm diameter, 10 mm length) were obtained 

from porcine proximal tibiae using a hollow drill irrigated with PBS. Samples were extracted 

normal to the tibia plateau, and then cut using a diamond-blade saw to ensure plan-parallel ends, 

where endcaps were glued. Care was taken that the samples did not contain any part of the 

physis. Each sample was scanned in a micro-CT system (µCT 80, Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland) 

at a resolution of 20 µm (Voltage 70 kVp; Intensity 114 µA; Integration time 300 ms) in air in a 

closed holder. After scanning, the compressive stiffness of each sample was determined in a 

quasi-static non-destructive compression test (0.1 mm/min) up to 200 N with preconditioning 

phase using four cyclical loads of 20 N (Universal testing machine BT1-FB010TND30, Zwick/Roell, 

Germany) (Fig. 1). A multicamera extensometer (VideoXtens, Zwick/Roell, Germany) was used to 

measure strain directly at the sample’s surface. Stiffness was obtained as the slope of the load-

displacement curve in the range of 100 – 200 N. 

 

 
Figure 1. Compression test setup (A) measured by a multicamera extensometer (B). A measurement image 

obtained from this optical measurement system (C).  
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Inducing fractures 

Using waterproof felt markers, first three lines of different colours were drawn along the length 

of the sample. Then, three different methods to create the fractures were applied on the 56 

samples. With the first method (n=20), samples were cut at their mid-section using a diamond-

blade saw (DS group) (Fig. 2a), representing an osteotomy. With the second method (n=18), 

samples were clamped near their ends and a 0.4 mm diameter steel cable was pulled through 

the centre of the sample (SC group) (Fig. 2b), creating a shearing stress fracture. With the third 

method (n=18), a drop-weight impact (0.5 kg weight, 20 cm fall-height) bending setup initiated a 

comminute fracture (BI group) (Fig. 2c).   

 

 

Figure 2. Implemented mechanisms to induce fractures inside the bone samples: a smooth fracture (osteotomy) 

by diamond-blade saw (A), a shearing fracture by steel cable (B), and a comminute fracture by bending impact 

force (C).  

 

After fractures were created, the end fragments of the sample were put together in their original 

position, based on the lines marked before fracturing, and micro-CT scanning and mechanical 

test measurements were repeated. In particular for the samples that were cut with the saw, it 
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was possible that both ends were slightly rotated relative to each other compared to the intact 

case. In case the fractures were complete, the main two halves were placed in their original 

position together with any other smaller fragments.  

 

Cement application 

After the second measurements, the fractured ends of each sample were carefully brushed and 

lavaged with water and then the bottom part of the fractured sample was placed in a customized 

holder with cylindrical holes that tightly fitted around the sample. As the holder had 10 holes, a 

total of 10 samples could be placed, all with their fractured end facing upwards. Then, 0.15 ml 

(150 mm3) of cement was placed on top of each of the bottom fragments after which the top 

part of each sample was placed with the fractured end facing down while making sure that the 

marked lines of each part matched. Then, the top fragments were compressed downwards using 

a tensile test machine (Universal testing machine BT1-FB010TND30, Zwick/Roell, Germany) at a 

speed of 5 mm/min until a gap distance of 1 mm remained. During compression, the cement was 

pressurized into the trabecular bone while some of the cement also leaked to the surface of the 

samples where it could escape through an outlet to the outside of the holder. The final position 

was kept for 8 min (indicated by the manufacturer as the cement setting time) after which the 

samples were carefully taken out of the holder (Fig. 3). After 24h of further cement setting time 

(Cama, 2014), micro-CT scanning and mechanical test measurements were repeated.   

 

Simultaneously with each cemented sample series, cement was also injected into a cylindrical 

metallic mold to create 3 cement samples that were later mechanically tested to measure their 

Young’s moduli. These values were later averaged and used as the cement Young’s modulus in 

micro-FE analyses.          
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Figure 3. Cemented samples after removal from the customized cement application holder.  

 

Image processing and bone morphology analysis 

Image processing was similar to that performed in an earlier study (Chapter 2). In summary: 

micro-CT images were filtered using a gauss filtering (sigma = 2, support = 0.8 voxels) and 

segmented using a global threshold of 220 per mile of the maximum grey value, corresponding 

to 483 mg HA/ccm.  

 

To check the homogeneity of the samples between groups, the following bone morphology 

indices were determined: bone volume fraction (BV/TV), Trabecular number (Tb.N), Trabecular 

Thickness (Tb.Th), Trabecular Separation (Tb.Sp). 

 

Cement segmentation and morphology measures 

To segment the cement from the images, an image registration technique similar to one that was 

described earlier was applied (Tassani et al., 2014; Chapter 2). With this technique, the 3D image 

of each fractured end of a sample was registered to the 3D image of the cemented-sample using 

3D rigid image registration (Ellouz et al., 2014). After registration, only the bone voxels that were 

present in both images were considered bone while the other non-zero voxels were considered 

the cement. From the resulting segmented model of this cement interdigitated-structure, the 

following morphology indices were measured: Cement volume (CV), Penetration depth (PD) (only 
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measured for DS and SC groups as the total height of the volume occupied by the cement minus 

the mean distance between the fractured opposite ends of the bone after cement application 

divided by 2), and Cement surface (CS).  Additionally, with the measured bone surfaces (BS), the 

Bone-Cement interface surface (BCIS) was quantified as: 

 

𝐵𝐶𝐼𝑆 = 𝐵𝑆 + 𝐵𝑆 + 𝐶𝑆 − 𝐵𝑆                                             (1) 

 

where the subscripts top/bottom refers to both ends of the fractured samples, and BScemented is 

the total surface measured in the entire cemented sample (Fig. 4).    

  

 

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the calculation of the bone-cement interface surface (BCIS).  Brown blocks 

indicates bone tissue, blue cement, yellow lines the BCIS and pink lines the bone surface (BS) or cement surface 

(CS).  

 

Finally, the change in specimen length compared to intact l of the samples after cement 

application was measured for each fracture group. 

 

Micro-FE 

Micro-FE models of the intact specimen and of the specimen after cement application were 

generated using a voxel conversion procedure (van Rietbergen et al., 1995). For the intact 

samples, a compression test was first simulated using a tissue Young’s modulus of E = 1 GPa to 

calculate the stiffness of each intact specimen. The tissue Young's modulus of each specimen 

then was scaled such that the micro-FE calculated stiffness would match the experimentally 

measured stiffness.  
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For the models with cement, the same specimen-specific Young’s modulus was used for the 

voxels labelled as bone tissue, while for the  voxels that were labelled as cement a Young’s 

modulus based on the compression test performed for the cement samples was assigned. The 

Poisson's ratio was set to 0.3 for both cement and bone tissue. All image processing and micro-

FE analyses were performed using IPLFE v5.16/v1.19 (Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland).  

 

Analysis of results 

The change in compressive stiffness measured in the experiment after the fracture and cement 

application as compared to the intact case was quantified as:  

 

∆𝐾[%] =
/

∗ 100                                          (2) 

 

where Kintact is the stiffness for the intact specimen and Kcut/cem is the stiffness either after fracture 

or cement application. For the micro-FE analyses, changes are reported only for the cemented 

case as the prediction of the fractured stiffness was already reported in the previous publication 

(Chapter 2). 

 

Statistical analysis 

To investigate differences in the mean values of bone and cement morphology parameters for 

the three different groups (DS, SC and BI) of intact specimens, a one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-

hoc tests was conducted. Normal distribution and homogeneity of variances were assessed by 

Shapiro-Wilk’s and Levene’s tests, respectively. 

 

To investigate differences in the mean values of the experimentally measured stiffness of the 

three groups (DS, SC and BI) at each of the three different conditions (intact, fractured and 

cemented), a two-way mixed ANOVA test was conducted with the group as the between subject 

variable and the condition as the within subject variable. Both Normal distribution and 

homogeneity of variances were assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s and Levene’s tests, respectively.   
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 Finally, to investigate to what extent the experimentally measured stiffness values after cement 

application correlated with the microstructure morphologies measured at bone and cement, 

correlation coefficients between these two datasets were calculated for the different groups.  

 

RESULTS 

Samples 

The micro-CT morphology analysis of the intact samples revealed no significant differences in 

bone morphology parameters between the three groups, except for Tb.N which was slightly 

lower in the BI group than in the DS group (Table 1).  

 

Table 1: Mean values of bone morphology parameters measured at the intact bone specimen. The different fracture 

groups are indicated by their acronyms: DS=Diamond-blade Saw, SC=Steel Cable and BI=Bending Impact. 

Morphology parameter 
Type of induced Fracture 

DS  SC BI 

 BV/TV [1] .227 .254 .239 

Tb.N [1/mm] 2.96 2.76 2.60* 

Tb.Th [mm] .104 .111 .113 

Tb.Sp [mm] .316 .331 .348 

BV/TV: Bone volume density; Tb.N: Trabecular number; Tb.Th: Trabecular thickness; Tb.Sp: Trabecular separation. 

* Significantly different from DS group (p<0.05). 

 

 Fracture and cement morphology 

The micro-CT images of the cemented samples revealed differences in fracture and cement 

morphology between the fracture groups (Figs. 5 and 6). As expected, the Diamond-blade saw 

produced a smooth fracture, while the cement penetrated well into the neighbouring bone (Figs. 

5 and 6, left). For the steel cable fracture, a more irregular fracture region was found, with similar 

penetration of cement to the neighbouring bone (Figs. 5 and 6, center). For the bending impact 

fracture a very irregular fracture region was found, with also more cement penetration in the 

neighbouring bone due to the additional porosity created by the fracture (Figs. 5 and 6, right) 

(Table 2). 
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Figure 5. Micro-CT image-based models of the cemented samples. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Examples of segmented models of cement structures. Front (top) and sectioned in perspective (bottom) 

views.     
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For the cement morphology parameters, significant differences between the fracture groups 

were found for CV and BCIS (Table 2). The smooth fracture (DS group) was the fracture with 

highest cement volume. The cement penetration depth was similar for the DS and SC fracture 

groups. The cement of the most irregular fracture (BI group) had the highest cement surface (CS) 

and bone-cement interface surface (BCIS) reflecting the complexity of the fracture. 

 

Table 2 Mean values of cement morphology parameters for the different fracture types. The different fracture 

groups are indicated by their acronyms: DS=Diamond-blade Saw, SC=Steel Cable and BI=Bending Impact. 

Morphology parameter 
Type of induced Fracture 

DS SC BI 

CV [mm3] 81 61* 71* 

PD [mm] 1.78 1.70 — 

CS [mm2] 209 207 285 

BCIS [mm2] 220 291* 374* 

l [mm] 0.76 0.17 0.11 

CV: Cement volume; PD: Cement penetration depth; CS: Cement surface; BCIS: Bone-Cement interface surface, l: 

average change in specimen length compared to intact. 

(–): PD was not measured in the BI fracture group.  

* Significantly different from DS group (p<0.05). 

 

Stiffness after fracture and cement application  

The stiffness measured for the DS group in the intact case was significantly different from the 

other fracture groups (Table 3). The change in stiffness due to the fracture compared to the intact 

case was -48±22% for the DS group, -74±18% for the SC group and -75±17% for the BI group (data 

presented as mean±SD) (Fig. 7), and these results are in good agreement with those obtained in 

our earlier study (Chapter 2). As expected, the application of the cement increased the stiffness 

of the fractured samples, but the stiffness was still lower than in the intact case.  Compared to 

the intact case, a change of -12±48% was found for the DS group, of -38±39% for the SC group 

and of -53±33% for the BI group. In these cemented cases, very large standard deviations were 

found for the measurements.  
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For the stiffness values measured after fracture and after cement application, the two-way Anova 

analyses revealed significant differences between the DS group and any of the other groups, but 

the results of the SC and BI group were not significantly different (Table 3).  

 

Table 3: Mean stiffness values and mean differences measured in the experiments and from the micro-FE. The 

different fracture groups are indicated by their acronyms: DS=Diamond-blade Saw, SC=Steel Cable and BI=Bending 

Impact. 

Condition    

 

 

Fracture group 

Intact Fractured Cemented 
Micro-FE 

Cemented 

Difference /  

Significance (p-value) 

Fra vs  

Int 

Cem vs 

Int 

Cem vs 

Fra 

mFE 

Cem vs 

Int 

DS 5281 2532 4058 3306 
-48% 

<.0005* 

-12% 

.310 

73% 

.001* 

-35% 

<.0005* 

SC 3348 733 1692 2846 
-74% 

<.0005* 

-38% 

.003* 

205% 

<.0005* 

-13% 

.002* 

BI 3189 707 1258 2327 
-75% 

<.0005* 

-53% 

.001* 

162% 

.019* 

-23% 

.017* 

 

Difference 

/ 

Significance 

(p-value) 

DS vs 

SC 

58% 

.008* 

245% 

<.0005* 

140% 

<.0005* 

16% 

.475 

DS vs 

BI 

66% 

.004* 

258% 

<.0005* 

223% 

<.0005* 

42% 

.041* 

SC vs 

BI 

5% 

.966 

4% 

.986 

34% 

.101 

22% 

.406 

* Significantly different from DS group (p<0.05). 
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Figure 7. Measured and predicted changes in compressive stiffness after fracture and cement application for the 

diamond-blade saw (DS), the steel cable (SC), and the bending impact (BI) group. The red and purple bars 

represent the experimental results (change relative to intact) while the blue bars represent the micro-FE results. 

Error bars indicate the standard deviation.   

     

 

Micro-FE analysis 

Based on the measured and micro-FE calculated stiffness for the intact specimens, a specimen-

specific Young’s modulus was determined for each sample. On average, this value was higher for 

the DS group than for the other groups (Table 4). The Young’s modulus of the cement as 

measured from the additional cement-only samples also varied somewhat between the different 

batches (Table 4). For the micro-FE models, the Young’s modulus measured for the batch from 

which the cement was obtained was used.  
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Table 4: Young’s modulus of the bone tissue and cement for the different batches 

Batch 
Young’s modulus cement 

[GPa] 

Young’s modulus bone 

tissue [GPa] 

DS (n=20) 1.04 12.8±5.4 

SC1 (n=10) 1.31 
8.0±3.7 

SC2 (n=8) 1.12 

BI1 (n=10) 1.21 
8.6±3.4 

BI2 (n=8) 1.12 

 

 

The micro-FE analyses underestimated the stiffness after cement application for the DS group 

while they overestimated that for the SC and BI groups (Table 3). Compared to intact, the change 

in stiffness was -35±12% for the DS group, -13±9% for the SC group and -23±21% for the BI group 

(Fig. 7).  

 

Relationship between cement morphology and final stiffness 

Significant correlations between the cement volume (CV) and surface (CS) with stiffness after 

cement application were found only for the BI group (Table 5).  

 

Table 5: Correlation coefficients R between the morphology parameters measured at the cement and the measured 

stiffness after cement application. The different fracture groups are indicated by their acronyms: DS=Diamond-blade 

Saw, SC=Steel Cable and BI=Bending Impact.   

R  CV  

[mm3] 

PD  

[mm] 

CS  

[mm2] 

BCIS 

[mm2] group 

DS -.414 .219 .035 .204 

SC .052 -.313 -.062 .013 

BI .509* — .519* .377 

CV: Cement volume; PD: Cement penetration depth; CS: Cement surface; BCIS: Bone-Cement interface surface. 

(–): PD was not measured in the BI fracture group.  

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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DISCUSSION 

The first goal of this study was to investigate to what extent CPC can restore the original 

compressive stiffness of cancellous specimens subjected to different types of fractures. This 

study revealed that the cement indeed resulted in an increased compressive stiffness compared 

to the fractured case, but that the final stiffness was still considerably less than that of intact 

bone (DS: -12%, SC: -38%, BI: -53%). The results indicate that the cement is less effective in the 

case of more irregular fractures, such as generated for the SC and BI group. A possible explanation 

for this could be the larger extent of the damage in these cases compared to the DS group. As a 

result of this, first, it will be more difficult to stabilize the connection between the two parts by 

cement, and second, damage might exist as well outside of the cement-penetrated regions that 

thus are not stabilized by the cement.  

 

A second goal was to investigate if micro-FE analyses can predict the stiffness of the cemented 

bone. For the smooth fractures (DS group) the cemented stiffness was underpredicted by the 

micro-FE analyses while for the other groups the stiffness was overpredicted. The overprediction 

of the cemented stiffness likely relates to two facts. First, the micro-FE-models assume bonding 

between bone and cement whenever these are in contact whereas in reality the cement does 

not bind to the bone. Second, the micro-FE-models assume intact bone tissue properties whereas 

the bone tissue may have been damaged due to the generation of the fracture. Both effects are 

more severe for the BI group, as this has more bone-cement interface surface and likely will have 

generated more bone tissue damage also outside the cemented regions. The reason why for the 

DS group the stiffness is underpredicted is less clear. Obviously, the two effects mentioned above 

play a lesser role in this group as it has the lowest bone-cement interface surface and as no 

damage to the neighbouring bone tissue is created by the saw. Possibly, the underprediction is 

caused by the fact that this group had slightly different characteristics than the other groups. 

Most notably, the DS group samples were roughly 60% stiffer than the other samples (Table 3), 

even though their morphology was similar (Table 1). This also resulted in a roughly 50% higher 

tissue Young’s modulus in the micro-FE models compared to the other specimens (Table 4), 

reflecting a higher state of mineralization of the bone in this batch. Also worth noting is that the 
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cement properties of this group were the lowest of all batches (Table 4), such that the difference 

between bone tissue and cement properties is larger than in the other groups Furthermore, the 

change in length of this group after cement application (0.76 mm) was higher than that of the 

other two groups (<0.17 mm) (Table 2) and the cement volume in this group was higher than that 

of the other groups. However, presently it is not clear which of these factors would cause the 

unexpected outcome for this group. 

  

The third goal was to investigate if specific cement morphology parameters or the bone-cement 

interface were associated with the cemented stiffness. The cemented stiffness of the smooth 

(DS) and the shearing fractures (SC) group, were not associated with any morphology parameter 

(Table 5). Only for the roughest fracture (BI group) associations between the cement morphology 

and the final stiffness were found. However, correlations were only modest (R<0.52), indicating 

that the final stiffness is not much dependent on cement morphology. Hence, it seems not 

feasible to predict the stiffness of fractured bone after cement stabilization from high-resolution 

images by analysing the cement morphology. 

 

A number of limitations of this study should be mention as well. First, as already mentioned 

before, the bone-cement interface was modelled as bonded by the micro-FE. Earlier studies have 

modelled the bone-cement interface by including frictional contact (e.g. Janssen et al., 2009). 

Potentially including such phenomena could improve the predictions for the SC and BI group in 

our study. Such analyses, however, are much more cpu-time consuming and are not possible with 

the voxel-conversion meshing approach used here. Second, we only considered a cement 

thickness of around 1 mm while in clinical practice a thickness of up to 3 mm may be needed to 

fill bone-defects and for prosthesis fixation (Vaishya et al., 2013). Third, there was some variation 

in the measured cement moduli between the different batches (coefficient of variation was 

around 9%). Likely this related to small differences in cement handling, hardening time, etc. To 

investigate if this could potentially affect our results the micro-FE analyses were repeated for 3 

models using either the lowest or highest measured Young’s modulus. Differences in the final 

calculated stiffness were found to be less than 4.8%, suggesting that the any uncertainty in the 
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cement preparation will not much affect the experimental or micro-FE results. Finally, this study 

focused only on the stiffness of the cemented fractures. It was assumed here that the strength 

of the bone-cement was sufficient to avoid new fractures. As re-fracturing of a treated site is 

rare, this seems a reasonable assumption.  

 

The present study focused only on small bone samples in which artificial fractures were made. 

As shown in earlier studies, however, it is possible to do similar analyses for fractured bone in-

vivo (de Jong et al., 2014 and 2016). In such studies High Resolution peripheral Quantitative CT 

(HR-pQCT) was used to scan the fracture site of patients with a distal radius fracture and micro-

FE approaches were used to estimate the stiffness directly after the fracture and during the 

healing. It was shown that such analyses provide a steady increase in bone stiffness over time 

due to the healing, where the final stiffness reached after 2 years would actually exceed the 

stiffness of the contralateral side. Only directly after fracturing, when bone was still 

disconnected, results were unreliable due to the fact that bone that is actually disconnected may 

appear connected in the scans. In an earlier study, we investigated this effect further, and found 

that only for smooth fractures the micro-FE approach may provide reasonable results (Chapter 

2). In all of these clinical studies, however, only non-displaced fractures were studied that were 

stabilized by an external cast. To the best of our knowledge, only one case study exists in which 

a patient treated with bone substitute was scanned and analysed (Mueller et al., 2011). We 

expected that micro-FE analyses of bone with cement would suffer less from the artefacts that 

exists in the non-cemented case directly after fracturing. The results of this study, however, 

indicate that, also for cemented bone, the mechanical properties are hard to predict and cannot 

be well predicted from micro-FE analyses. As for the non-cemented case, it is well possible that 

the analyses will become more accurate once the healing process has started. 

 

In conclusion, we found that CPC´s can only partly restore the compressive stiffness of cancellous 

bone samples. For non-smooth fractures, the stiffness after cement application is overpredicted 

by micro-FE analyses and is not or poorly related to the applied cement volume or the cement-

bone interface  
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ABSTRACT 

Mechanical analysis of animal long bones often makes use of beam theory to estimate the bone 

tissue properties from bending tests. In an earlier study, however, van Lenthe et al. (2008) found 

that using beam theory for the analysis of the tissue Young’s modulus of mice femora will lead to 

a considerable underestimation of the tissue Young’s modulus because the measured central 

cross-section is not representative for the full bone geometry and because roller indentation is 

not accounted for by beam theory. We hypothesized that beam theory might still be an accurate 

tool for the determination of bone tissue strength from experimental data, because the highest 

stresses are found at the central region where the cross-section is measured. The first goal of this 

study was to test this hypothesis. A second goal of this study was to investigate if the 

underestimation of the tissue modulus found for mouse femurs is also valid for rat femurs. The 

final goal was to investigate if micro-FE and beam theory would yield similar increases in Young’s 

moduli and yield stress during aging. Six femurs of 12 weeks old and six femurs of 16 weeks old 

rats were scanned using micro-CT and subjected to a three-point bending test from which the 

bending stiffness and the yield force were obtained. The tissue Young’s modulus and yield stress 

then were calculated by regressing the experimental results with results obtained from beam 

theory as well as results obtained from micro-FE analysis based on the micro-CT scans. It was 

found that the bone tissue yield strength calculated using beam theory overestimated that 

calculated from micro-FE by 8.0%. The tissue Young’s modulus did not significantly differ. When 

comparing results for the 12 weeks and 16 weeks groups a similar increase in tissue modulus and 

yield strength was found for beam theory and micro-FE, but significant differences were found 

only for the micro-FE tissue yield stress. It is concluded that the use of beam theory to calculate 

bone tissue yield strength from 3-point bending test results of rat femurs leads to its 

overprediction. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mechanical analysis of animal long bones often makes use of beam theory to estimate the 

stresses within the tissue due to applied bending on these long bones. Such estimates require 

the calculation of the second moment of area from a CT scan (Ferretti et al., 1996; Jamsa et al., 

1998; Martin et al., 2004; Schriefer et al., 2005; Rennick et al., 2013), which is even possible in 

the in-vivo case. However, the use of beam theory involves a number of assumptions: the beam 

is considered long and slender, prismatic, and having constant material properties. Even in the 

case of testing long bones these premises are only partly met. In an earlier study, van Lenthe et 

al. (2008) investigated the accuracy of calculations based on beam theory when analysing mouse 

femora. In that study, the results of beam theory (BT) and Finite Element (FE) analyses were 

regressed to experimental results in order to calculate the bone tissue Young’s modulus. They 

concluded that using beam theory, based on a central cross-section image, will lead to a 

considerable underestimation of the tissue modulus, with the error depending on both the 

bending set-up and the bone’s size and shape. We expect that this error is mainly due to two 

reasons. The first is the fact that bones are not prismatic. Beam theory analysis is based on a 

single central cross-section whereas the total deformation is also affected by the cross-sectional 

geometry at other locations. The second is the fact that beam theory assumes that the measured 

deformation is purely due to bending, which it is not. The actual measured displacement is also 

due to the indentation of the rollers and the deformation of the cross-section. This will lead to 

an overestimation of the amount of bending when taking the roller displacement as the measure 

of bending deformation.  

 

Three-point bending tests are also used to calculate the bone tissue strength (Ferreti et al., 1996; 

Jamsa et al., 1998; Stenstrom et al., 2000; Schriefer et al., 2005; Alippi et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 

2013).  In these tests, the highest bending moments will occur at the central section, which is the 

section typically used to calculate the second moment of area. Moreover, the stress calculation 

according to beam theory is dependent only on the applied moment M, the second moment of 

area I, and the distance from the neutral axis r (Beer and Johnston, 2002): 
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𝜎 = 𝑟                                                                                   (1) 

 

The stress thus is independent of inaccuracies in the measurement of the applied displacement 

and the measured second moment of area should be an accurate representation for that of the 

highest-loaded cross-section where the fracture will start. We therefore hypothesize that beam 

theory based on the analysis of a single central cross-section image, although not an accurate 

predictor of bone tissue elastic properties, will be a good predictor of bone tissue strength. A first 

goal of this study was to test this hypothesis.  

 

As the present study focuses on rats rather than mice as used by van Lenthe et al. (2008), a 

second aim of this study was to investigate if the predicted underestimation of Youngs’s moduli 

based on results of van Lenthe et al. (2008) would also be valid for rat femora. Finally, as the 

present study included animals of different age for which increases in stiffness and strength are 

expected due to maturation of the bone, a third aim was to investigate if micro-FE and beam 

theory would yield similar increases over time in Young’s moduli and yield stress.  

 

To reach these goals, we performed 3-point bending tests on rat femora obtained from animals 

of different age groups and used beam theory to calculate the bone tissue Young’s modulus and 

yield stress. These results then were compared to micro-FE calculations of the bone tissue 

stresses that were taken as the gold standard. 

  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Preparation of the femurs 

A total of 12 femurs (2 per animal) from male Copenhagen rats, six aged 12 weeks and six aged 

16 weeks, were obtained from an earlier study, where half of each age group was treated with 

an ablation by high intensity focused ultrasound and the other half was kept as control (Yeo et 

al., 2015). All attached soft tissue was removed. Specimens were first CT-scanned and then were 

kept frozen. Bones were thawed 3 hours before the bending test. 
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CT scanning     

All femurs were CT-scanned using a vivaCT 40 scanner (Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland) with a 

voxel size of 25 µm (45 kVp, 175 µA, 300 ms integration time). The CT-images then were rotated 

in such a way that their orientation corresponded to that during the experiments. Thereafter, the 

images were thresholded based on the density histograms using a single threshold of 675 

mgHA/cm3 value to segment solely the normally mineralized bone tissue (Fig. 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Rat femur segmented model (top) and its longitudinal section (bottom) 

 

Three-point bending tests  

Each rat femur was subjected to a three-point bending test to determine both bending stiffness 

and yield force (Universal testing machine Z010/TN2S, Zwick, Ulm, Germany). The femurs were 

supported at their metaphysis with a distance L = 23.5 mm between supporting rollers (Fig. 2A). 

A load was applied on the mid-femoral shaft in the posteroanterior direction at a speed of 0.1 

mm/min until tensile failure at the anterior surface of the bone. The experimental bending 

stiffness Sexp was calculated as the slope of the linear elastic range of the obtained force-

displacement curve. The yield force exp
yieldF was estimated at the point where an 0.2% offset line 

of the linear range intersected this same curve (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 2. A: 3-point bending test setup. B: segmented micro-FE model representing the same setup. The analyzed 

region is marked with the red box as the region of interest (ROI). C: Criterion to estimate yield strength. Tissue 

stresses are evaluated for elements in a 15mm section (blue box) at the tensile region of the shaft.     
  

 

 

Figure 3. A typical load-displacement curve obtained from a 3-point bending test of a rat femur. The stiffness was 

calculated as the slope of the linear part of the curve and the yield point was located at the point where an 0.2% 

offset line of the linear part intersected the curve.               
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Modelling  

For generating the micro-FE models, the image resolution was reduced to 50 μm. Thereafter, 

bone voxels were converted to micro-FE models using a voxel conversion technique (van 

Rietbergen et al., 1995). A set of supporting rollers was artificially created and included in the 

model at the bottom, while on top, a roller was put in contact at the middle-femoral shaft such 

as in the experimental setup (Fig. 2B). To ensure proper contact, the rollers were penetrating into 

the bone over a distance of two voxel layers (100 microns). Images then were cropped to include 

only the region between the bottom rollers plus 0.5 mm on the proximal and distal ends. Also 

the rollers were cropped, leaving only the part relevant for applying the boundary conditions. 

Isotropic linear elastic material properties were assigned to all materials with a Young’s modulus 

of 210 GPa for the rollers. For the bone elements, an initial Young’s modulus of Einit = 10 GPa and 

a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 were assigned for all elements. The left support roller was constrained in 

all directions at its central axis, while the right support roller was constrained at its central axis 

only in the vertical direction. For the top roller a prescribed 1 mm displacement in the vertical 

direction was applied. The micro-FE calculated bending stiffness SFE then was calculated as the 

reaction force divided by the applied displacement.   

 

For the beam modelling approach, both the second moment of area I of the cross-section and 

the distance r from the neutral axis to the tensile-loaded outer surface of each femur were 

calculated from the segmented images for 1 slice at the central section where the femur was 

loaded. All image processing and FE simulations were done using IPLFE v1.16 (Scanco Medical 

AG, Switzerland).  

 

Tissue Young’s modulus calculation 

The procedure for calculating the tissue Young’s modulus was the same as used in van Lenthe et 

al. (2008) For the micro-FE models: starting with a tissue Young’s modulus of Einit = 10 GPa the 

stiffness of the models was calculated. The actual Young’s modulus EFE then was determined from 

the equation: 
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 exp
FE init

FE

S
E E

S


                                                                           
(2) 

 

with Sexp the stiffness measured in the experiment, SFE the stiffness measured from the micro-FE 

model. 

 

For the beam theory (BT) approach, the Young’s modulus was calculated as (Beer and Johnston, 

2002): 

             𝐸 =                                                                                (3) 

with L the distance between the bottom rollers and I the second moment of area. 

 

Yield strength calculation 

Using the micro-FE models, the bone tissue stresses were evaluated for elements in a 15 mm 

section at the central tensile region of the shaft while the bone was loaded with the 

experimentally measured yield force exp
yieldF  (Fig. 2C). The maximum principal stress in this region 

was taken as the bone tissue yield stress _maxyield
FE . As it is known that the micro-FE solution can 

be inaccurate when evaluating the stresses at single elements (van Rietbergen et al., 1995), also 

a histogram-based approach was used similar to the strength criterion proposed by Pistoia et al., 

(2002). With this approach, the principal yield stress _2%yield
FE  was determined as the 

corresponding stress value that is exceeded by 2% of all elements in the selected region. 

  

For the beam theory approach, the yield stress was estimated from: 

 

𝜎 = 𝑟 =  𝑟                                                              (4) 

 

with r the maximum distance from the neutral axis. 
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Statistics  

For each age group, a paired-samples t-test was conducted to determine whether there were 

statistically significant differences between the mean tissue Young's modulus calculated from 

beam theory (EBT) and from micro-FE analyses (EFE). As the tissue yield strength calculation 

involved comparisons between 3 parameters ( yield
BT , _maxyield

FE  and _2%yield
FE ), for each age group 

a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment were 

conducted to determine whether there were statistically significant differences between these 

parameters. Five independent-samples t-tests including Levene's test for equality of variances 

were run to determine if there were differences in both tissue modulus and yield stress between 

the age groups for the models. All analyses included both outliers and normality assessments by 

boxplot and Shapiro-Wilk's test, respectively. All analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 

(v23, IBM, USA). 

 

RESULTS 

The dimensions and second moment of area measured from the CT scans are listed in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Structural values as measured at the central CT-slice of each rat femur. 

Age 

[weeks] 
n 

AP               

[mm] 

WT                   

[mm] 

r                           

[mm] 

Izz                        

[mm^4] 

12 6 2.956 ± 0.096 0.513 ± 0.036 1.480 ± 0.131 3.855 ± 0.208 

16 6 3.210 ± 0.157 0.645 ± 0.070 1.571 ± 0.092 5.486 ± 0.702 

AP: anteroposterior thickness. WT: cortical wall thickness. r: distance from the neutral 

axis to the tensile-loaded outer surface. Izz: second moment of area. Values are 

presented as mean ± SD. 

 

Three-point bending tests 

The average bending stiffness values were 165 and 250 N/mm while the yield forces were 69 and 

102 N for the 12w and 16w old specimens, respectively.  
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Tissue Young’s moduli 

The Young’s moduli calculated from beam theory were not significantly different from those 

calculated from micro-FE, neither for the 12w group nor for the 16w group (Table 2). Also, no 

significant differences were found between the 12w group and the 16w group when using beam 

theory nor when using micro-FE (table 2). 

 

Table 2. Mean Young´s moduli as estimated by beam theory and micro-FE for both age groups (12 and 16 weeks).  

             Model 

  Age 

EBT 

[GPa] 

EFE 

[GPa] 

Difference/ 

significance 

EBT vs EFE 

 

12w 11.60 12.25 
5.6%   

p=.400 

16w 12.39 13.06 
5.4% 

p=.115 

Difference/  

Significance 

12w vs 16w 

6.8% 

p=.290 

6.6% 

p=.238 

 

When comparing the measured stiffness with those calculated from the micro-FE analyses and 

the beam theory, both with the fitted average tissue modulus as in Table 2, the coefficients of 

determination for the pooled age groups were R2 = .848 and R2 = .879 for the beam theory and 

micro-FE models respectively (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4. Micro-FE and beam theory bending stiffness estimations by using the fitted E per age groups (12 and 16 

weeks).  

 

Tissue yield stress 

In general, the yield stresses found from micro-FE analyses and beam theory were significantly 

different for both age groups, with only one exception in the younger group ( yield
BT vs _maxyield

FE ) 

(Table 3). On average, the yield strength calculated from beam theory was 8% higher than the 

yield strength calculated from the micro-FE analyses, and even 32% higher than the yield stress 

calculated from the micro-FE analyses that accounted for a 2% overloaded volume. When 

comparing the two age groups, only significant changes in tissue yield stress were calculated 

when using micro-FE.   
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Table 3. Mean yield stresses as estimated by beam theory and micro-FE for both age groups (12 and 16 weeks).  

Model 

Age 

𝜎  

[MPa] 

𝜎
_  

[MPa] 

𝜎
_ % 

[MPa] 

Difference/  

significance 

𝜎  vs  𝜎
_

 𝜎  vs  𝜎
_ %

 

12w 154 141 103 
8.4% 

p<.0005 

33.1% 

p<.0005 

16w 172 159 119 
7.6% 

p=.354 

30.8% 

p<.0005 

Difference/ 

Significance 

12w vs 16w 

11.7% 

p=.074 

12.8% 

p=.036 

15.5% 

p=.005 

 

When regressing the yield forces predicted by beam theory and micro-FE using the mean yield 

stress as in Table 3 with the experimental values, a coefficient of determination of R2 = .822 was 

found for the beam theory results and values of R2 = .897 and R2 = .922 were found for the micro-

FE results when the yield criterion is based on the maximum principal stress or allows a 2% 

overloaded volume respectively (Fig.5).  

 

When comparing the measured yield forces with the yield stresses calculated from the micro-FE 

analyses and the beam theory, the coefficients of determination for the pooled age groups were 

R2 = .515 for the beam theory, and R2 = .715 and R2 = .860 for the micro-FE models, maximum 

principal stress and 2% overloaded volume, respectively. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Our first goal was to test the hypothesis that beam theory based on the analysis of a single central 

cross-section will be a good predictor of bone tissue strength. Unlike what we hypothesized, 

beam theory resulted in a significant overestimation of the tissue yield stress by 8.0% on average 

over the micro-FE results. This is likely due to the fact that the force applied in the 3-point bending 

test does not result in bending only (as assumed in beam theory) but also in shear and 

compressive  deformations. As  with  the  stiffness,  the  severity  of  this  will  depend  on to what  
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Figure 5. Yield forces estimations per age groups. 

 

 

extent the beam theory assumptions are met. Although significant differences thus exist between 

micro-FE and beam theory, this may not pose a major problem as long as the same animals are 

used in experimental studies. The beam theory estimated yield stresses of this study are higher 

than values reported in literature, which are roughly in the range of 109 – 151 MPa (Ferreti et al., 

1996; Jamsa et al., 1998; Silva et al., 2004; Cory et al., 2010; Hsu et al., 2013), while the micro-FE 

results using a yield strength equal to the maximum principal stress or the stress overloaded by 

2% of the volume are in good agreement to those studies. The micro-FE results using a 2% 

overloading obviously predict lower values for the tissue strength. Although this model thus had 

a lower precision, it has a higher correlation with the experimental results than the other micro-

FE model, likely due to the fact that the other micro-FE results are more dependent on numerical 

errors in the FE solution (van Rietbergen et al., 1995). 
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A second goal was to investigate if the underestimation of tissue Youngs’s moduli when using 

beam theory as reported by van Lenthe et al. (2008) for mouse femurs would also be valid for rat 

femurs. The present study demonstrated that beam theory also tends to underpredict the tissue 

moduli for rat femora, but no significant differences were found. For the specific setup of our 

study, with average aspect ratios of 8.0 and 7.5 (calculated as support width divided by 

anteroposterior thickness) for the 12w and 16w old bones respectively, and a cortical thickness 

ratio of 0.4 (calculated as cortical wall thickness divided by radius r) for all the bones, the 

expected underestimation would be 16% for the 12w group and 18% for the 16w group based 

on van Lenthe et al. (2008). The reason why no significant differences were found here may be 

related to differences in size as well as differences in shape and morphology between mouse and 

rat bones. It is also possible that differences in boundary condition played a role: in this study 

boundary conditions were applied to the rollers that were penetrated slightly into the bone 

rather than to the bone directly. Also the large size of the rollers could involve a reduced local 

indentation at loading points. When regressing the stiffness values predicted by micro-FE and 

beam theory with the experimental results, higher correlations were found for the micro-FE 

results, indicating that these better reflect the experimental situation. This is likely due to the 

fact that the micro-FE analyses include the full bones and can account for the cross-sectional 

deformation, whereas beam theory results are based only in the central cross-sectional 

geometry. 

        

A third goal was to investigate if micro-FE and beam theory would yield similar increases in 

Young’s moduli and yield stress due to aging. For the tissue Youngs modulus no significant 

changes were found. As there were large (significant) differences in the stiffness, this indicates 

that the increase in stiffness is due to the change in geometry rather than a change in tissue 

modulus. For the tissue yield stress, the beam theory just did not detect significant differences 

(p = .074) while the micro-FE results using the yield stress just did detect significant differences 

(p < .05). Both models predicted a similar change in tissue Youngs modulus (6.8% for beam theory 

and 6.6% for micro-FE) and tissue strength due to aging though (11.7% for beam theory, and both 

12.8% and 15.5% for micro-FE), suggesting that beam theory will provide reasonable values for 
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changes in strength over time but is less sensitive than micro-FE. The changes found here are also 

in agreement with literature values that reported increases in tissue strength from 6 to 24.42% 

per month during growth (Ferguson et al., 2003; Silva et al. 2013; Zhang et al., 2015). 

 

Although the results of this study demonstrate that micro-FE will provide more accurate results 

than beam theory, some limitations of the micro-FE approach should be discussed as well. The 

most obvious one is that micro-FE requires scanning the full bone (at least the part that would 

be relevant for the 3-point bending test). In particular when scanning animals in-vivo, this will 

increase the scanning time and the radiation dose of the animals. Although earlier studies have 

indicated no effects of the radiation dose when scanning the metaphysial region in rats 

(Brouwers et al., 2007), the scanning region required here would be larger, and thus involve more 

radiation than required when scanning only the metaphysial region. In addition, performing 

micro-FE analyses with simulated rollers as performed in the present study requires additional 

effort to generate and correctly place the rollers. Finally, the required cpu-time for micro-FE 

analyses (typically 1 hour) far exceeds that required for calculating only the second moment of 

area (less than a minute). Because of these limitations, the micro-FE approach might not be 

suitable when scanning large numbers of animals in-vivo. When analyzing bones after the animals 

are sacrificed, however, the increased scanning/radiation dose no longer are an issue, and the 

micro-FE approach is recommended for getting the most accurate results.  

 

Some limitations of the present study should be discussed as well. First, since the rat femurs 

tested in this study were part of another study carried out to investigate the effect of High-

Intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) on bone tissue properties (Yeo et al., 2015), the sample size 

was limited. As a result, it is possible that some differences would remain undetected. 

Nevertheless, we did find significant differences between many parameters. Second, half of these 

femurs received this HIFU treatment that could potentially affect bone tissue stiffness and yield 

strength, but the study by Yeo et al. (2015) confirmed that this was not the case as no significant 

differences were found between treated and control bones. Third, only linear-elastic micro-FE 

analyses were performed, and the contact conditions between the bone and rollers were set to 
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a prescribed indentation. As the deformation until reaching the yield point are limited this is 

considered acceptable.  

 

In conclusion, we found that the use of beam theory to calculate bone tissue strength properties 

from 3-point bending test results of rat femurs leads to an overprediction of the bone tissue 

strength values while no significant differences were found for the prediction of the tissue 

Young’s modulus. 
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Chapter 5 

Validation of distal radius failure load predictions by homogenized- and micro- 

Finite Element analyses based on second generation high resolution peripheral 

quantitative CT images 
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ABSTRACT 

Micro- Finite Element (FE) analyses based on High Resolution peripheral Quantitative CT (HR-

pQCT) images are frequently used to predict distal radius failure load. With the introduction of a 

second generation HR-pQCT device, however, the default modelling approach no longer provides 

accurate results. The aim of this study was to develop a well standardized and reproducible 

approach for micro-FE (mFE) and homogenized-FE (hFE) analyses that can provide precise and 

accurate results for distal radius failure load predictions based on second generation HR-pQCT 

images. Second-generation HR-pQCT was used to scan the distal 20 mm section of 22 cadaver 

radii. The sections were excised and mechanically tested afterwards. For these sections mFE and 

hFE models were made that were used to identify required material parameters by comparing 

predicted and measured results. Using these parameters, the models were cropped to represent 

the 10 mm region recommended for clinical studies to test their performance for failure load 

prediction. After identification of materials parameters, the measured failure load of the 20 mm 

segments was in good agreement with results of mFE models (R2=0.969, slope=1.035) and hFE 

models (R2=0.966, slope=0.890). When the models were restricted to the clinical region, mFE still 

accurately predicted the measured failure load (R2=0.955, slope=1.021), while hFE predictions 

were precise but tended to overpredict the failure load (R2=0.952, slope=0.780). It was concluded 

that it is possible to accurately predict the distal radius failure load using either mFE or hFE 

models when using the approaches and parameters developed in this study.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Micro- Finite Element (FE) analyses based on High Resolution peripheral Quantitative CT (HR-

pQCT) images are nowadays commonly performed in clinical studies to measure bone 

mechanical properties in-vivo (for an overview see (van Rietbergen et al., 2015; Samelson at al., 

2019)). With this approach, an approximately 1 cm region of the distal radius or distal tibia is 

imaged at 82 microns voxel size and a Laplace-Hamming filtering followed by a thresholding 

procedure is used to generate a 3D reconstruction of the bone tissue (Laib et al., 1999). This 

reconstruction is then converted to a micro-FE model from which stiffness, failure load and load 

transfer parameters are calculated for compressive loading conditions (Boutroy et al., 2008). In 

most studies, linear elastic analyses are performed, which cannot simulate the actual failure 

process during the compression. Instead, an empirical failure criterion is used that assumes that 

failure will occur if the strain exceeds a critical value (typically set at 0.7%) for a prescribed 

amount of bone tissue (typically set at 2% of the tissue volume) (Pistoia et al., 2002). Several 

validation studies have been performed to investigate the accuracy and precision of these 

predictions. In these validation studies, micro-FE based on HR-pQCT images of cadaver bones 

were used and the predicted results were compared to measured stiffness and failure load values 

(Pistoia et al., 2002; Macneil et al., 2008; Varga et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2011). These studies 

have shown excellent correlations between predicted and measured failure load values (with R2 

up to 0.92) and high accuracy (Varga et al., 2010).  

 

With the introduction of a second generation HR-pQCT scanner, the image processing has 

changed. Due to the higher resolution of this scanner reconstructions are made at smaller voxel 

size (60.7 microns) and a Gauss filtering followed by thresholding is used to generate the 

segmented image. Thresholds are set at different values for the cortical and trabecular 

compartment (Manske et al., 2017). These changes affect the results of the micro-FE analyses. In 

an in-vivo study comparing micro-FE results based on the first generation HR-pQCT (XCT1) and 

the second generation HR-pQCT (XCT2) images, good correlations were found (R2>0.9), but a 

significant bias existed in the results, with XCT2 underestimating the failure load at the radius 

when using the common failure criterion (Agarwal et al., 2016). This underestimation was due to 
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the fact that the threshold used for the XCT1 images was deliberately set too low, as the 

segmented image originally was used only for the trabecular number calculation, resulting in an 

overestimation of the amount of bone when using this same image as the basis for micro-FE 

analysis. Therefore, in order to get good agreement with experimental results, elastic and 

strength parameters were tuned to compensate for the overestimation of the amount of bone 

tissue.  As the thresholds used for the XCT2 images are higher, resulting in a better representation 

of the actual mineralized phase, these values require new tuning in order to predict accurate 

values. In an earlier study (Hosseini et al., 2017), we directly compared the results of micro-FE 

analyses based on XCT2 images with experimental results and found similar results as reported 

in other earlier studies with regard to the underestimation of the predicted failure load when 

using XCT2 versus XCT1 images (Agarwal et al., 2016). In our earlier study, however, the tested 

region was 20 mm, which is not the same as the standard clinically measured region (10.2 mm) 

and comprises bone more distal and more proximal of the standard scan region. Because the 

empirical failure criterion is also dependent on the resolution and the size of model (Mueller et 

al., 2011), no tweaking could be performed in a way that would be relevant for the clinical scan 

region in that earlier study.  

 

Another issue with the introduction of the XCT2 has been the increase in solution times due to 

the increased size of the micro-FE models. Whereas the XCT1 based models typically take 

between 4 and 8 hours to solve, the XCT2 based models typically are in the range of 12 to 24 

hours. In the earlier validation study mentioned above (Hosseini et al., 2017), we also introduced 

an alternative homogenized FE (hFE) approach that can speed up the calculations and in addition 

enables non-linear analyses. With this approach the bone is modelled as a continuum 

characterized by its density and fabric (a measure of the orientation of trabeculae). In that study 

we found that the precision and accuracy of the failure load prediction from such hFE models are 

as good as those of micro-FE (mFE) models. Two issues, however, prohibit the clinical use of this 

approach. First, as mentioned before, the tested region in that study was not the same as the 

standard clinically measured region. Although this should be less of an issue with this mechanistic 

rather than empirical failure load prediction, a proper analysis of accuracy and cpu-time would 
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require models based on the clinical region. Second, unlike mFE analyses, which are highly 

standardized, hFE analyses involve a large number of parameters related to the meshing 

(element size, density, type), the homogenization (parameters used, distance used), fabric (fabric 

tensor used, normalization used), material model parameters (moduli, strength, plasticity and 

damage parameters, local/non-local formulations), and analysis (load-steps, convergence 

criteria). Hence, results are reproducible only when a highly standardized implementation is 

available. In the earlier study, we used in-house developed software for most of these 

calculations. As this software is not available to other users, this would require other users to 

redevelop these procedures and steps. The accuracy of the calculations then would need to be 

re-tested, and some of the parameters may need tuning in order to get accurate results.  

 

The overall aim of this study, therefore, was to develop a well standardized approach for mFE 

and hFE analyses that can provide accurate results for bone failure load predictions based on 

XCT2 images of the distal radius that can be used by other HR-pQCT users. Although the approach 

developed here is similar to the approach used in our earlier study (Hosseini et al., 2017), the use 

of software already available to HR-pQCT users (e.g. for calculating fabric tensors) required to 

make some modifications. Furthermore, a more elaborate homogenization scheme was adopted 

and some modifications were made to material constants in order to ease their physical 

interpretation. The specific goals of this study therefore were first, to identify the elastic and 

failure parameters for mFE and hFE analyses for models based on XCT2 images when using this 

new standardized approach; second, to investigate the accuracy of the failure load prediction by 

mFE and hFE models that represent the clinical (10 mm) region using these parameters; and third, 

to compare the mFE and hFE performance in relation to the computational costs for a 

standardized implementation. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Material 

HR-pQCT images (XtremeCT II, Scanco Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) at 60.7 microns 

resolution for 22 distal radius segments of 20.4 mm in size (2 stacks of 168 slices) were available 
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from an earlier study and a detailed description can be found there (Hosseini et al., 2017). Briefly, 

the segments were obtained from 12 pairs of fresh frozen anatomic specimens of human 

forearms that were cut at 5 mm and at 25 mm proximal of the distal subchondral plate and 

included the standard 10 mm clinical region. The study was approved by the ethics committee of 

the Medical University of Vienna. The donors (5 female, mean age 82.4 years and 7 males, mean 

age of 75.1 years) had no bone related diseases and had voluntarily donated their bodies to the 

Center of Anatomy and Cell Biology of the Medical University of Vienna. Images were obtained 

using the standard clinical setting (68 kVp voltage, 1460 μA, 43 ms integration time). 

 

Image processing 

The images were processed using the standard clinical workflow. In a first step, periosteal 

contours were generated using an automatic contouring algorithm. In the following step the 

cortical and trabecular compartments were automatically defined and a Gauss filtering 

(sigma=0.8, support=1 voxel) and thresholding operation (320 mgHa/cm3 for trabecular bone and 

450 mgHa/cm3 for cortical bone) were applied to generate a segmented image. 

 

In addition, the standard clinical region was selected based on the original scout views as the 

region located 9 mm proximal of the reference line placed at the distal subchondral plate. To 

analyze the clinically relevant region, the 20.4 mm segments were cropped to one stack of 168 

slices (10.2 mm). 

 

Mechanical test data 

The mechanical test data was also obtained from the earlier study (Hosseini et al., 2017). In 

summary, the 20.4 mm segments were tested in compression at a rate of 5 mm/min in a servo-

hydraulic test machine in which the upper platen was fixed by a ball-bearing to optimize load 

transfer. Platens were sand-blasted to minimize in-plane deformation during compression. 

Forces were measured using a load cell and the displacement and rotations of the upper platen 

were captured using an optical system. From the force-displacement curves, the stiffness and 

failure load were calculated.  
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Micro-FE analysis 

Micro-FE models were generated directly from the segmented images using a voxel conversion 

technique (van Rietbergen et al., 1995) for both the 20.4 and 10.2 mm segments. All elements 

were assigned linear elastic material properties with a Young’s modulus of E=10GPa and a 

Poisson’s ratio of v=0.3. Boundary conditions simulated a compression test at a compressive 

strain of 1% in which the transversal displacement at the loaded surfaces was suppressed (as in 

the experiment). The stiffness of the segment was calculated as the reaction force over the 

applied displacement.  

 

Three parameters were determined such that the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between 

predicted and measured parameters for the 20 mm segments was minimized. For the stiffness 

this was done by first calculating the slope β0 of the least square regression line using a standard 

regression equation: 
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                                                                   (1) 

with xi the stiffness values calculated from the micro-FE models, yi the experimentally measured 

stiffness values and n = 22 the number of samples. The Young’s modulus then was calculated as 

10/β0 GPa. 

  

The second was the ‘critical volume’ vcrit and the third parameter the ‘critical strain’ εcrit as defined 

in the original criterion described in Pistoia et al. (2002). With the original criterion the critical 

volume was set to vcrit = 2% and the critical strain to εcrit = 0.7%. To find the optimal values for 

these constants for models based on XCT2 images, the critical volume parameter was increased 

from 0.7% to 1.2% in steps of 0.1% and the critical volume parameter from 2% to 7% in steps of 

1%. For each possible combination the RMSE values were calculated and the combination of 

parameters that provided the lowest RMSE was selected. 
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Homogenized-FE analyses 

The homogenization approach was based on earlier studies (Hosseini et al., 2017; Hazrati-

Marangalou et al., 2015), but differed in several details. A detailed overview of the steps used in 

this study is provided here. 

 

In a first step, periosteal and endosteal contours were generated automatically using a standard 

procedure implemented in the scanner software (Burghardt et al., 2010). A mask image, further 

referred to as the full mask, then was created from the periosteal contour that represents the 

complete volume of the bone within the periosteal contour. Similarly, a mask was created from 

the endosteal contour that delineates the trabecular compartment (trabecular mask). By 

subtracting both masks, a mask of the cortical compartment (cortical mask) is obtained. 

 

In a second step, the full mask was downscaled in all directions by a factor 28 to a voxel size of 

1.7 mm and for each larger voxel a volume fraction was calculated based on the original number 

of mask voxels it contains over the total number of voxels in the larger voxel. Each larger voxel 

with a volume fraction that exceeds 1% was converted to an 8-node brick element (Fig. 1). The 

downscale factor of 28 was selected based on a mesh convergence study (Appendix A) and on 

the fact that 28 is a divisor of 168, which is the number of slices per stack generated by the 

scanner, such that the full sample can be meshed with elements of isotropic size. 
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Figure 1. The downscaled full mask (red) overlaid with the original full mask (dark blue). Note that the downscaled 

mask includes the full mask completely. 

 

In the third step, homogenized properties were assigned to the elements. The homogenization 

was done separately for the trabecular and cortical compartments. For the trabecular 

compartment, a spherical region with a fixed radius of 2 mm was defined around the centroid of 

each element. For each element the density D then was evaluated from the original high-

resolution grey-level images by averaging the density of all voxels within the sphere region. Based 

on this density, a bone volume fraction trab  was calculated as: /1200trab D  , where 1200 

mgHa/cm3 is considered the density of cortical bone (Fig. 2a). In case the sphere would have 

extended outside the trabecular compartment, the volume fraction was calculated only for its 

part within the compartment and this value was assigned to the element (Fig. 2b). In case the 

element was only partly within the compartment (Fig. 2c), the bone volume fraction again was 

calculated for the part of the sphere within the trabecular compartment and assigned only to 

that part of the element. To do so, also the fraction of the element that is within the trabecular 

compartment trabf  was calculated and stored. The same homogenization was also used to 

calculate an element fabric tensor. The fabric was calculated from the segmented image using 

the standard mean intercept length (MIL) instead of the Mean Surface Length (MSL) tensor as in 

the earlier study (Hosseini et al., 2017), because the MIL tensor is also used for the standard 
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morphological analyses. The MIL fabric tensor was normalized such that its eigenvalues mi sum 

to 3.  

 

Subsequently, the homogenization was repeated for the cortical compartment. For this 

compartment, however, the density and fabric were averaged over the element volume rather 

than a larger spherical volume (Fig. 2d). In case the element volume was covered only partly by 

the cortical compartment, a cortical element fraction cortf was calculated and stored (Fig. 2e,f). 

No fabric tensor was calculated for the cortical compartment. Instead, the fabric tensor was set 

to the identity tensor. 

 

 
Figure 2 Top row: Density homogenization of the cancellous region for a radius cross-section with green lines 

delineating the periosteal and endosteal contours. The blue square represents a brick element and the blue circle 

the spherical region around the element centroid that is used for homogenization. Depending on the element 
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location, different approaches are used: a) If the spherical region was completely within the cancellous 

compartment, the element trabecular density ( trab ) was evaluated for the full sphere and assigned to the full 

element ( 1trabf  ). B) If the sphere was only partly inside the cancellous compartment, the element trabecular 

density ( trab ) was evaluated only for the part of the sphere within the cancellous region which was assigned to 

the full element ( 1trabf  ). C) if the sphere and the element were only partly within the cancellous compartment, 

the element trabecular density ( trab ) was evaluated only for the part of the sphere within the cancellous region 

which was assigned to the part of the element ( 1trabf  ) that was within the cancellous compartment. 

Bottom row: Density homogenization of the cortical region. The blue square represents a brick element, which 

for the cortical bone also represents the region used for homogenization. Depending on the element location, 

different approaches were used: d) If the element was completely within the cortical compartment, the element 

cortical density ( cort ) was evaluated for the full element region and assigned to the full element ( 1cortf  ). e/f) 

If the element was only partly within the cortical compartment, the element cortical density ( cort ) was evaluated 

only for the part of the element that was within the cortical compartment which was assigned to the part of the 

element ( 1cortf  ) that was within the cortical compartment. 

 

The final density of each element then was calculated as: 

 

 

  trab trab cort cort

trab cort

f f

f f

 






                                                                   (2) 

 

Note that if an element is partly outside the periosteal contour the element volume fractions 

trabf and cortf  do not sum to 1, indicating the element is a ‘partial volume’. As such, the density 

  represents the total density for that part of the element that is within the periosteal contour. 

A schematic representation of the procedure is shown in Fig. 3. 
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To find the averaged fabric tensor a weighted arithmetic average was calculated of the fabric 

tensors calculated for the cortical and trabecular compartment (Moahker, 2006). With this 

procedure, the individual tensor components are averaged in the same way as described in Eq. 

2. The averaged fabric tensor then was again normalized.  

 

 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the homogenization procedure. In a first step a ‘full mask’ was generated 

representing the volume within the periosteal contour. In a second step this mask was downscaled and segmented 

to obtain a 1.7 mm brick element representation. In a third step the homogenized density and fabric were 

calculated for each brick element and assigned to the element.  

 

The material model used is the same as described in the previous paper. However, some of the 

parameters used in the earlier paper were changed to simplify their implementation and physical 

interpretation. Most notably, rather than a piecewise power function that relates the elastic 

parameters with volume fraction as well as the strength parameters with volume fraction, a 

single power function was used that also accounted for the element partial volume 

trab cortf f f  . Accordingly, the three elastic moduli i and three shear moduli ij  were 

calculated according to the relationship:  
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with 0 the elastic modulus of cortical bone, mi the eigenvalues of the fabric tensor, the powers 

k and l material constants that were taken from the earlier study and 0  the shear modulus of 

bone tissue. The tensile i
 , compressive i

  and shear ij  strength calculations were adapted in 

a similar manner: 
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                                                             (4) 

 

with 0
  the tensile/compressive strength and 0  the shear strength of bone tissue. Note that this 

formulation implies that moduli and strength values depend on the density and fabric according 

to a power function and on the partial volume according to a linear function. 

 

As the material model differs in detail from the one used in the earlier publication, a validation 

study was performed first using the full 20 mm models for which mechanical test data was 

available. Using these models, two scaling factors were calculated to adjust elastic and strength 

parameters such that the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between predicted and measured 

parameters for the 20 mm segments was minimized. The first scaling factor was for the two 

elastic constants ( 0  and 0 ). The values used in the earlier study (but corrected for the absence 

of the piecewise power function) were used as a starting point and a single analysis then was 

performed for all models. The RMSE then was minimized by scaling the elastic constants with 

1/β, with β according to Eq. (1).  

 

The second scaling factor was for the three strength constants ( 0  , 0   and 0 ). The values used 

in the earlier study were used as the starting point and a similar procedure was followed to 

calculate the scaling factor that would best match the calculated and measured failure load. 

Other parameters in the material model (i.e. the powers in the density relationships and the 

hardening constants) were taken from the previous study without tuning. 
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After fitting of the constants, the homogenized-FE analyses were repeated for the 10.2 mm 

sections and the predicted failure loads were compared to the experimentally measured ones. 

Since the stiffness largely depends on the height of the model, it was not considered useful to 

compare the stiffness values of the 10.2 mm sections to the measured stiffness values. 

 

All image processing and finite element analyses steps were implemented in IPLFE v2.01 (Scanco 

Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland). 

 

Statistics 

Linear regression analyses were performed to compare the measured and calculated stiffness 

and failure load values: 

 

  y x                                                                     (5) 

 

with y the experimentally measured variable and x the FE-calculated variable, α the intercept and 

β the slope of the regression line. A linear regression t-test was used to test if the intercept was 

significantly different from zero and if the slope was significantly different from 1. Analyses were 

done using R version 3.4.2 

 

As 20 of the 22 samples were obtained from 10 donors (each providing a left and right sample), 

the samples cannot be considered fully independent. To check whether systematic differences 

exist between the left and right samples, a paired samples t-test was performed.  

 

RESULTS 

Parameters identification 

For none of the parameters investigated a significant difference between the experimentally 

measured or FE-calculated means left and right arm samples was detected, so the samples were 

further treated as independent. 
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Elastic parameters 

For the mFE analyses, the RMSE for the predicted stiffness was minimized for a tissue Young’s 

modulus of 10.83 GPa. Since the latter value was very close to the original value used in most 

earlier studies (10 GPa) and since the slope of the least-square regression line when using this 

original value (β0 = 0.924) was not significantly different from 1, it was decided to leave the tissue 

Young's modulus value to 10 GPa (Appendix B). The linear regression model then predicted the 

measured stiffness with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.853, a slope of 1.057 and an 

intercept that was not significantly different from zero (Fig. 4). 

 

For the hFE analyses, the RMSE for the predicted stiffness was minimized when scaling the elastic 

constants by a factor 1.534 (relative to the values reported in the earlier study that used a 

piecewise power function). The resulting moduli were 19.01 GPa and 7.851 GPa for the Young’s 

modulus and shear modulus respectively (Appendix B). The linear regression model then 

predicted the measured stiffness with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.856, a slope that was 

not significantly different from 1 and an intercept that was not significantly different from zero 

(Fig. 4). 

 

Strength parameters 

For the mFE analyses, the smallest RMSE was found when the critical strain was set to 1.0% and 

the critical volume to 5%. The final RMSE then was 620 N, which was similar to the best values 

found in an earlier study for XCT1 based analysis (Mueller et al., 2011). Using these parameters, 

the linear regression model predicted the measured failure load with a coefficient of 

determination R2 = 0.969, a slope of 1.035 and an intercept that was not significantly different 

from zero (Fig. 4). 

 

For the hFE analyses, using the moduli as described in the previous section, the RMSE for the 

predicted failure load was minimized when applying a scaling value of 0.753 for the strength 
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parameters, resulting in a compressive strength 0  = 166 MPa, a maximum tensile strength 0 

= 131 MPa and a maximum shear strength 0 = 67.3 MPa (Appendix B).  

 

Using these parameters, the linear regression model predicted the measured failure load with a 

coefficient of determination R2 = 0.966, an intercept of 925 N and a slope that was not 

significantly different from 1 (Fig. 4). 

 

 

 

 Parameter  β R2 
mFE Stiffness -588.8# 1.057 0.853 
hFE Stiffness 2299# 0.955* 0.856 
mFE Fult -232.4# 1.035 0.969 
hFE Fult 925.0 0.890* 0.966 

# Not significantly different from 0, p<0.05 

* Not significantly different from 1, p<0.05 

Figure 4. Regression of the FE-predicted stiffness (left) and failure load (right) with the experimentally measured 

values for the 20 mm segments. 

 

Failure load calculation for the clinical region 

Using the set of identified constants (Appendix B), the failure load was calculated for the clinical 

region. For the mFE analyses, the linear regression model predicted the measured failure load 
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with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.955, a slope that was not significantly different from 1, 

and an intercept that was not significantly different from zero (Fig. 5).  

 

For the hFE analyses, the linear regression model predicted the measured failure load with a 

coefficient of determination R2 = 0.952, a slope of 0.780 and an intercept that was not 

significantly different from zero (Fig. 5). 

A Bland-Altman plot was created to investigate differences between the failure loads predicted 

from the 20 mm segment models with those predicted from the clinical region models (Fig. 6, 

top). For all hFE models an overprediction of the failure load was found (0.6 – 3.6 kN) that was 

higher for the stiffer segments. For the mFE models a much smaller overprediction was found 

(0.06 – 0.75 kN) that remained constant over the range of failure loads measured. Two additional 

Bland-Altman plots were created to investigate differences between the failure loads predicted 

from both 20 and 10 mm segment models with those experimentally measured. For the 20 mm 

models, both mFE and hFE presented small differences (Fig. 6, bottom left), while for the 10 mm 

models, only the hFE models showed large differences (Fig. 6, bottom right).   
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            Parameter  β R2 
mFE Fult -770.6# 1.021* 0.955 
hFE Fult 102.4# 0.780 0.952 

                                        # Not significantly different from 0, p<0.05 

                          * Not significantly different from 1, p<0.01 

 

Figure 5. Regression of the FE-calculated failure load based on the 10 mm segments (horizontal axis) and the 

experimentally measured failure load for the 20 mm segments (vertical axis) 
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Figure 6. Bland-Altman plots to compare the failure load calculated for 20 mm segments with the failure load 

calculated for the 10 mm segments (top), the failure load calculated for 20 mm segments with the experimentally 

measured failure load (bottom left), and the failure load calculated for 10 mm segments with the experimentally 

measured failure load (bottom right).   

 

Cpu-time results 

All analyses were performed using 1 core of an HP Integrity Server rx2800. For the 10 mm 

segments, the average cpu-time required for solving the mFE models was 3h45m (SD: 1h05m). A 

full non-linear homogenized analysis with 1.7 mm elements took on average 0h10m (SD: 6m), 

with roughly 30% of the cpu-time spent on solving of the hFE model and the rest on image pre-

processing steps and homogenization. The cpu-time for solving the homogenized models, 

however, exponentially increased with reduced element size. Compared to the 1.7 mm elements, 
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the cpu-time for solving the homogenized models with 1 mm models roughly increased by a 

factor 100 (Appendix A).   

 

DISCUSSION 

The first goal of this study was to identify the elastic and failure parameters for mFE and hFE 

analyses when using models based on XCT2 images. For the mFE analyses, the default Young’s 

modulus of 10 GPa provided accurate results. This value is in good agreement with values 

reported from bending-, tension- and nanoindentation-tests of wet human trabecular bone (Wu 

et al., 2018), but is considerably lower than values typically reported for cortical bone (~19 GPa). 

It is also less than the value found when comparing the stiffness of elastic specimens obtained 

from micro-FE models with experimental measurement (Wu et al., 2018; Bayraktar et al., 2004). 

Possible explanations for this discrepancy are the limited resolution of the models, the chosen 

threshold settings that will still result in some overestimation of the BV/TV (Manske et al., 2015) 

and the restrictive boundary condition used that can lead to an overestimation of the model 

stiffness (and hence underestimation of the tissue Young’s modulus) (Panyasantisuk et al., 2016). 

As the Young’s modulus used here was the same as that used in the earlier study (Hosseini et al., 

2017), the results for the stiffness were the same as in that earlier study, although the regression 

constants are slightly different due to differences in statistical analysis. Our results are also in 

agreement with those of a recent study by Whittier et al. (2018), who reported a tissue Young's 

modulus of 8,748 MPa for XCT2 models. In their study, this value was obtained by comparing 

micro-FE results of models based on XCT2 images with those obtained from earlier validated XCT1 

models of the same bones. The fact that their reported tissue modulus is still 13% less than the 

one we report potentially can relate to the fact that they did an in-silico validation whereas we 

performed an experimental validation. It is possible as well though that these differences relate 

to differences in the experimental set-up used in the original validation experiment (in particular 

the use of sand-blasted versus polished platens). Whereas no changes were needed for the tissue 

Young's modulus, the original mFE strength parameters according to Pistoia et al. (2002) need to 

be changed as the original ones would lead to a severe underestimation of the bone failure load, 

a result that was reported as well by others (Agarwal et al., 2016; Whittier et al., 2018). When 
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using the new constants as listed in Appendix B, an accurate estimation of the failure load was 

obtained with excellent coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.9686).  

 

For the hFE analyses, results differ relative to the earlier study because of differences in 

implementation, homogenization approach and fabric tensor used. As a result, the moduli and 

strength parameters identified in the present study differ substantially from those in the earlier 

study. The parameters found here, however, have a clearer interpretation as they directly 

represent the moduli/strength values of bone tissue. The values found for the tissue Young’s 

modulus is in excellent agreement with values reported for cortical bone (e.g. Mirzaali et al. 

(2016) reported a value of 18.97 GPa) and with values reported for bone tissue in the literature 

obtained from nanoindentation (e.g. Rho et al. (1999) reported a value of 19.4 GPa and Kim et 

al. (2014) a value of 20 GPa for osteoporotic bone).  

 

It should be noted that the failure load values measured in the earlier study and used in this study 

(average 6.3 kN) are somewhat higher than those reported in other studies (Pistoia et al., 2002; 

Varga et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2011). These differences relate to differences in the material 

used and in the experimental set-up. As a consequence, the failure loads predicted by the mFE 

and hFE using the parameters proposed here will be higher than those predicted in earlier 

normative studies (Dalzell et al., 2009; Burt et al., 2016). 

 

A second goal of this study was to investigate the accuracy of mFE and hFE models that represent 

the clinical 10 mm region using the new parameters. The results show that both models can 

predict the failure load of the 20 mm segments with a very similar and high coefficient of 

determination (R2 > 0.95). The mFE models also provided good accuracy, with a non-significant 

intercept and a slope that was not significantly different from 1. The hFE models, on the other 

hand, tended to overpredict the failure load measured for the 20 mm segments when the model 

was restricted to the clinical section. A likely explanation for this overprediction is that in the 

experiment the actual failure occurred (partly) outside the clinical region. A plot of the 

accumulated damage (Appendix C) at the end of the loading curve revealed that, indeed, most 
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of the damage for the 20 mm segments is expected at the distal boundary, while the predicted 

damage for the clinical segment is more uniform. This explanation agrees with earlier findings 

that demonstrated that more accurate predictions of distal radius failure load are possible if the 

clinical region is shifted further distally towards the region where many fractures occur (Mueller 

et al., 2011). The fact that this was not found for the mFE models might have several causes. First, 

the applied boundary conditions will stiffen the bone near the cut surfaces, which will reduce the 

deformations in particular in the weaker parts. Second, as these models are linear, the failure 

load is always based on the initial tissue strain distribution in the intact configuration. Third, the 

critical volume vcrit, in an absolute sense, is reduced in the clinical region models compared to the 

20 mm segments, which can slightly increase the predicted failure load (Mueller et al., 2011). 

 

The third goal was to compare the mFE and hFE performance in relation to the computational 

costs. As the performance is very similar, only the cpu-time can be considered, which was around 

22 times less for the hFE than for the mFE analyses. As presently only a standard FE solver is 

implemented, cpu-time for solving will exponentially increase when reducing the element size 

(Appendix A). Considering the results obtained in this study, however, there is no need to further 

reduce the element size. 

 

A few limitations of the present study need to be discussed. First, 20 of the 22 tests specimens 

were obtained from 10 donors, and thus cannot be considered as fully independent samples. For 

that reason, the earlier study (Hosseini et al., 2017) calculated a marginal and a conditional 

coefficient of determination, which however complicates the comparison between the methods 

and with earlier studies. In the present study, instead, we checked if systematic differences could 

be detected between left and right arm parameters, and further treated the samples as 

independent because we found no significant differences. Although the latter does not formally 

prove that the samples are independent, at least it provides some support for the assumption 

that no complications are to be expected by considering the samples as independent. An 

alternative option would be to make separate relationships for the left and right arm, but this 

was considered undesirable as there are no reasons to assume a difference between left and 
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right arm bone strength, which is also supported by the results of the t-test. Averaging the left 

and right values would be statistically correct but obviously has the major disadvantage that it 

would halve the number of data points. Second, to simplify the workflow, calibration steps as 

performed in the previous study for BV/TV and the fabric tensor were not explicitly implemented 

in the present study but were implicitly accounted for by the tuning procedure. It is possible that 

accounting for the calibration would have changed the value of the constants, but the effects are 

expected to be very small. Third, the geometric representation of the models is coarse. The use 

of tetrahedron elements rather than the brick elements used here would have resulted in a much 

more accurate geometric representation. However, it was found that the results of such models 

using tetrahedron elements are almost identical to those of the present hexahedron (average 

difference in failure load was 0.7%, max. difference 4.3%) while the cpu-time for homogenization 

and solving is increased by approximately 5 times. As such, using such models for this application 

has no advantages other than that these models provide a better geometric representation. 

Fourth, in the earlier study (Hosseini et al., 2017) the reproducibility of the hFE was found to be 

slightly less than that of the mFE approach. Although this was not tested, it is expected that the 

hFE reproducibility would be improved in the present study because of the reduced number of 

processing steps and manual input. Finally, as demonstrated in the mesh convergence study, the 

failure load was not truly converged. Whereas this could be improved by using a non-local 

implementation, it is expected that this will not change the results much as the element size used 

here is close to the length scale that would be required for the non-local implementation  

 

As one of the overall aims of this study was to develop a well standardized approach that can be 

used by others, the scripts and tasks to perform these homogenized- and micro- FE analyses will 

be made available as additional material (Appendix D) (Requires Scanco IPLFE v2.01 or higher to 

run). 

 

In conclusion, by using the material parameters determined in this study, it is possible to 

accurately predict the stiffness and failure load using either a micro-FE or homogenized-FE 

approach. The latter has the advantage of being at least an order of magnitude faster. 
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Main Findings 

The main goal of this thesis was to investigate to what extent micro-FE analysis based on high 

resolution CT-images can accurately estimate material properties of intact and damaged bone 

tissue. The first section of the thesis (chapters 2 and 3) focused on mechanical properties of 

damaged bone. In chapter 2, the ability of micro-FE analysis based on micro-CT images to 

estimate the compressive stiffness of fractured cancellous bone was investigated first. 

Subsequently in chapter 3, the stiffness after cementing the fractured samples was measured 

and estimated from micro-FE. In these studies, trabecular samples were micro-CT scanned and 

tested in compression before and after fracture and after cement fixation. Different types of 

fractures were induced, varying from a smooth osteotomy-like fracture to a rough comminuted 

fracture caused by impact at high speed. The experimentally measured loss in stiffness due to a 

fracture ranged from 37% to 86% depending on the type of fracture. The stiffness measured after 

cement fixation was 12% to 53% less than the original intact stiffness. The micro-FE analyses 

overestimated the stiffness after a fracture for rough fractures, while good agreement between 

micro-FE and experimental results was found for smooth fractures.  For the cemented cases, 

micro-FE underpredicted the stiffness of smooth cemented fractures while it overpredicted that 

of rough cemented fractures. In a post-analysis, the results of which are not reported in these 

chapters, we also investigated if changes in stiffness after the fracture and after the cement 

application could be predicted from bone morphology parameters. The hypothesis was that 

morphology parameters, such as trabecular separation (Tb.Sp) may determine the intermingling 

of trabeculae after putting the fragments together and thus may determine the compressive 

stiffness. Such parameters potentially also determine the cement interlock. It was found, 

however, that bone morphology parameters did not provide a better predictor of the stiffness 

after fracture or cement application. Only some additional cement morphology parameters were 

found to be correlated with the stiffness after cement stabilization, but only for the roughest 

fracture and coefficients of determination were modest at best (R2 < 0.43).  

 

As the first goal of diagnosis should be to avoid bone fractures, the second part of the thesis 

(chapters 4 and 5) focused on the bone strength prediction. In chapter 4, this is done for small 
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animal models. The investigation was focused on an assessment of the accuracy of beam theory 

to predict yield strength of small animal long bones by comparing results based on beam theory 

with those based on micro-FE models. Rat Femurs of two age groups were scanned using micro-

CT and subjected to a three-point bending test from which the yield force was obtained. The 

tissue yield stress then was calculated by regressing the experimental results with results 

obtained from beam theory and micro-FE analysis. It was found that the bone strength calculated 

from beam theory overpredicted that calculated from micro-FE by 8.0%. When comparing results 

for the age groups a similar increase in tissue strength was found for beam theory and micro-FE, 

but significant differences over time were found only for the micro-FE tissue yield stress.  

 

Chapter 5 focused on the mechanical analysis of human bone strength based on HR-pQCT in-vivo 

scans. Although this method has been validated in several studies for the first generation of this 

type of scanner, there was no validation yet for the second generation of HR-pQCT devices, even 

though it was clear that strength and stiffness parameters need changes. The goal of this chapter 

therefore was to establish optimal parameters when performing micro-FE and also homogenized 

FE analyses to provide accurate failure load predictions for the standard scan region of the distal 

radius based on second-generation HR-pQCT images. Compared to micro-FE analyses based on 

first generation images, the number of elements in the models is increased by a factor of around 

2.5 due to the higher resolution. Consequently, the processing time of the micro-FE models was 

increased by a factor of around 4, which implies solving times in the range of 6 to 24 hours 

(depending on site and size), which can become an inhibiting factor when analyzing large 

numbers of patients. For this reason, homogenized-FE was proposed as a faster alternative to 

estimate failure loads. Performances in terms of computational costs between micro-FE and 

homogenized-FE were also compared. Scans were made for cadaver radii. After identification of 

material parameters, micro-FE precisely predicted the measured failure load (R2 = 0.955), but 

homogenized FE performed almost equally well (R2 = 0.952) while the homogenized FE analyses 

were around 22 times faster than micro-FE analyses. When analyzing the standard clinical region, 

the homogenized FE results tended to predict failure loads that were higher than those measured 
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experimental for the 20 mm region, indicating that the failure is expected outside (more distal 

of) this region. With the micro-FE analyses this effect was not found.  

 

Compressive stiffness of fractured and cemented cancellous bone 

Cancellous bone is a tissue that can absorb high levels of energy and can withstand high 

deformation before complete failure occurs (Keaveny et al., 1993). In this study, different 

mechanisms to induce fractures on cancellous bone specimens were used, producing fractures 

with very different morphologies and with different degrees of accumulated microdamage. The 

different fractures showed different behaviors and responses for each of the analyzed conditions 

(fractured/cemented). 

 

The smooth fracture, as expected, was the one that, on average, experienced the lowest loss in 

stiffness when fractured, as no damage to the bone tissue itself exists and as the two fragments 

typically conform well when reconnected. Also as expected, for this smooth fracture, it had the 

highest stiffness after cement application. This smooth fracture was the only one that micro-FE 

well predicted when fractured, but it also was the only one that micro-FE underpredicted when 

evaluating the final stiffness after cement fixation. As mentioned in chapter 3, it is not entirely 

clear why we found an underprediction of the cemented stiffness in this case, although not 

intended as an explanation, a few additional special characteristics for this type of fracture are 

worth mentioning. First, with this fracture type all the trabecular fractured ends were contained 

in the same spatial plane. This may facilitate load transfer in the compressive direction after 

fracture, as dense areas will be opposite to dense areas on the other site. In the case of cement 

application, however, the cement will be less intermingled with the bone than in the other cases 

and have a more ‘disc-like’ shape than in the other fracture cases. Also, the final cement 

orientation is more perpendicular to the loading direction than in the other cases. Without 

further analyses, however, it is hard to predict to what extent that would affect the experimental 

and micro-FE results. 
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For the cemented case, some additional limitations applied when inducing fractures by impact. 

The compressive impact fracture used in chapter 2 could not be used for cement application due 

to the high compaction of the bone after the fracture, that does not enable proper cement 

application. Instead, only the bending impact fracture was used. That case was somewhat limited 

as well, because due to the very irregular shape of this fracture it was not possible to reliably 

define the cement penetration depth. 

 

Another characteristic that was observed in the experiments as well as the micro-FE analyses 

with cancellous bone specimens was the large variability within each fracture group, even though 

the morphology of the samples was not significantly different. This indicates that there is a 

stochastic component determining the results that was not captured by the parameters 

measured or the micro-FE analyses. This stochastic component could relate to large differences 

in fracture morphology even when using the same method to induce it. Although visually the 

fractures looked similar, it could be that specific, yet unclear, characteristics have a large effect 

on the compressive stiffness outcome. The stochastic component could also relate to how the 

specimens were placed together after the fracture. For the smooth fracture, we were able to test 

that, and found that small differences in orientation would have only a very modest effect on the 

results. For the other fracture types, it generally is not possible to reorient the fragments as these 

would not fit together. It is possible, however, that the reproducibility of the results after 

placement of the fragments is low. We did not test this here as each compression tests potentially 

could induce new damage to the fractured ends of the specimen, but we recommend doing so in 

future work. Another suggestion for future studies would be to quantify/visualize tissue damage 

induced by the fracture. Potentially this can be estimated from histology, or by using micro-CT 

techniques with radiopaque dies (Wang et al., 2007). This could reveal if the damage to the tissue 

is uniformly distributed or very local.  

 

Strength estimation of animal long bones 

In this study, the accuracy of both micro-FE analysis and beam theory to predict material 

properties, and particularly bending strength, was assessed (chapter 4). The starting point was 
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the hypothesis that beam theory could well quantify the bone tissue strength from three-point 

bending tests of small animal long bones, since the highest stresses take place at the central 

section for which the cross-sectional geometry of the beam is measured. However, this 

hypothesis has to be rejected as it was found that the use of beam theory to calculate bone tissue 

strength properties from 3-point bending test results of rat femurs leads to a significant 

overprediction of bone tissue strength values.  

  

Interestingly, we did not find a significant underestimation of the tissue Young’s modulus, as was 

found in an earlier study using mice femurs (van Lenthe et al., 2008). When comparing this study 

with the one of van Lenthe et al. (2008), some differences that can explain the difference in 

results are apparent. First, femora from different species were analyzed. The study of van Lenthe 

included two different strains of mice whereas the present study analyzed femora from rats. 

Although mice and rats belong to the family Muroidea of rodents there are large differences in 

size (Steppan et al., 2004). Also, according to Silva et al., (2013), rats and mice have different 

periods of growth and bone tissue maturation.  

 

Another difference found between van Lenthe’s study and this study was the modeling of the 

roller supports used in the three-point bending experiments in our micro-FE study. Although this 

is not explicitly mentioned, we assumed that in the study by van Lenthe et al. the boundary 

conditions were applied directly to the bone at a limited number of surface nodes. This difference 

in boundary conditions can affect the results of the simulations. In a first analysis, we found that 

when modeling only surface contact between rollers and bone, an unrealistic stress pattern 

resulted, with very high stresses near the contact, which affected the calculated stiffness and 

strength. For this reason, a small indentation was modeled. In a pilot test, we first varied the 

indentation depth, but found no major changes when further increasing this beyond the two 

voxels used for the final analyses. 

Finally, there were differences also in the direction and speed of the applied bending load. 

Femora in the study of van Lenthe et al. were tested at 0.5 mm/s in the anteroposterior direction. 

The present study tested the rat femora in posteroanterior direction at a much lower 
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0.1mm/min. It is possible that strain rate influences the response of bone tissue due to its 

viscoelastic behavior, although at the physiological or less than physiological strain rates applied 

here this is not expected to play a major role. The difference in orientation of the bones during 

testing, however, may have resulted in a somewhat different bending response as the orientation 

of the bone can be slightly different, which potentially could affect the results (Ferreño et al. 

2017).     

 

Micro-FE and Homogenized-FE strength estimations based on second generation 

HR-pQCT images  

Our study described in chapter 5 is a follow-up study to the work described in Hosseini et al. 

(2017). In their study 20 mm distal radius segments were used to investigate to what extent 

micro-FE and homogenized FE could predict bone strength as experimentally measured for these 

segments. Rather than focusing on the 20 mm segments, we here focused on the clinical scan 

region, which is only 10 mm in size, and aimed at establishing a new set of parameters for the 

micro-FE and homogenized FE analyses. 

 

Although the material model we used for the homogenized analyses was largely the same as that 

used by Hosseini et al. some of the parameters we found by fitting experimental and FE results 

are very different from those reported in Hosseini et al. Most notably, the Young’s modulus that 

we found (19.01 GPa) is much higher than that found by Hosseini et al. (12.4 GPa). This, however, 

is largely due to the fact that we did not implement a piecewise power density function, that acts 

as a multiplication factor in the study by Hosseini et al. When compared over the full range, the 

differences in moduli are only modest (Fig. 1, left). On the other hand, our strength values (e.g. 

compressive strength of 166 MPa) are much lower than those reported by Hosseini et al. (220 

MPa). For low density bone, the strength values actually are rather similar (Fig. 1, right). The 

formulation by Hosseini et al., however, would result in unrealistic high strength values when 

extrapolated to the cortical density (Fig 1, right). But as bone failure starts in low density bone 

regions this did not affect their results.  
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Fig 1: modulus – density relationships (left) and strength – density relationships (right) used in our study (green 

line) and in the earlier study by Hosseini et al. (blue-orange lines). 

 

The clear advantage of the parameters used in our study is that the moduli and strength values 

have a clearer physical interpretation, and that they are in the ranges commonly reported for 

bone tissue. 

 

A major advantage of the homogenized FE analyses over the micro-FE analyses is that they can 

actually simulate the failure process and that the strength criterion is not based on an empirical 

relationship that needs to be re-validated for every specific new situation. In theory, the same 

tissue properties found here should hold also when analyzing full bones, or larger regions. In this 

respect it is interesting that the homogenized FE results tend to predict higher strength values 

for the 10 mm segments compared to the 20 mm segments, which is explained by the fact that 

the 20 mm segments have their weakest part outside of the 10 mm clinical scan region. The 

micro-FE analyses actually fail to reveal this because of the empirical nature of the failure 

criterion. Although it was not possible to test this, it thus is expected that the micro-FE results 

will actually underpredict the strength of the 10 mm segments if they were experimentally tested 

at that height. 
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A major disadvantage of the homogenized FE approach obviously is the fact that trabeculae are 

not modeled in detail. In theory, it thus is possible that changes in the bone microstructure 

related to specific treatments/conditions would not be detected (or much later) by homogenized 

FE while they would be by micro-FE. 

     

Future perspectives 

All the work described in this thesis relies on high-resolution imaging. In order to get clinically 

relevant results, it should be possible to obtain such images for bone in-vivo. Presently, only HR-

pQCT is available for this, but this is limited to the peripheral skeleton. Moreover, with only 

around 80 devices available worldwide at the time of writing this, its accessibility is limited. A 

potential alternative is the use of cone beam CT (CBCT) devices. Recent studies demonstrated 

that such devices can provide images at a voxel size of 75 microns of adequate quality to quantify 

bone morphology (Mys et al., 2018). As such devices have a larger gantry, they may be able to 

scan other parts of the body as well. Although the feasibility of using such devices for imaging 

other than peripheral sites should still be investigated, and although these devices do not provide 

the same physical resolution as HR-pQCT, a major advantage is that they are available at many 

hospitals, making it much easier to access them.  

 

Even if the resolution would be much higher than what is presently available for in-vivo bone 

imaging, it seems unlikely that the actual fracture region can be well recognized from a single 

scan since it cannot be recognized if bone is actually connected or just touching. A potential 

solution for the first issue would be to overlay the image with other imaging data, such as MRI 

that may show the hematoma, providing more complete information.  

 

Also deep learning, which has become a widely used artificial intelligence (AI) tool (Minnema et 

al., 2018; Mayo et al., 2018; Belal et al., 2019), could potentially be used to distinguish those 

fractured tissues in HR-pQCT images. With proper training, these techniques could detect 

fracture patterns in neighboring trabeculae to indicate if seemingly connected trabeculae are 

connected or just touching, and likely obtaining in this way a better representation of the tissue. 
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Currently AI techniques are being implemented in diverse fields –medicine among these- and 

their useful applications are increasing. More studies to extend and validate potential uses of AI 

in clinics are expected in the coming years.  

 

In this study, FE models based on HR-pQCT images have been demonstrated to be a reliable and 

accurate tool for the prediction of bone tissue properties, thanks to the ability to visualize and 

quantify bone microstructure, making this technique able for clinical applications including bone 

quality assessment, structural and topological changes and assessment of fracture risk. One 

challenging target for the future is to extend these possibilities to those regions where in-vivo 

HR-pQCT scans are not possible, such as the hip and lumbar spine, which are regions susceptible 

to fragility fractures.  Although the resolution of whole-body CT scanners has steadily increased 

over the last decades, it is unlikely that they will reach a similar resolution as HR-pQCT due to 

dose limitation. However, in particular for the hip, it might be feasible to get morphology 

measurements and micro-FE results at somewhat lower resolutions (Mulder et al., 2012).  

 

Whether using HR-pQCT, CBCT or other imaging techniques, with a potential contribution from 

AI or multimodal imaging techniques, we expect that the computational methods used in this 

thesis based on high-resolution imaging will find an increased application for diagnosis, 

prevention, treatment and tracking of bone diseases (e.g. osteoporosis, arthrosis), for the 

assessment of the efficacy of orthopaedic interventions (e.g. stabilization using biomaterials) and 

for assessment of pharmacological interventions (e.g. drug studies).  
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Appendix A 

Convergence study 

(Supplementary information for chapter 5) 

A convergence study was executed for the 22 20-mm segments in which the element size was 

varied from 1.0 to 0.29 elements/mm (corresponding to an element size of 1.0mm to 3.4mm). It 

was found that at 0.6 elements/mm (1.7 mm element size) both the stiffness and the failure load 

were within 5% of the value obtained when using 1 element/mm (Fig. 1). At 0.6 elements/mm 

stiffness values were largely converged, but failure loads were not. The latter likely relates to the 

fact that no non-local formulation of the failure criterion was used. However, as the localization 

scale for trabecular bone would be in the range of the intertrabecular distance (1-2 mm), setting 

the element size to a similar value would render similar results as a non-local implementation. 

As the cpu-time exponentially increased with reduced element size, such that solving models 

with 0.6 elements/mm would solve roughly 100 times faster than those with 1 element/mm and 

as cpu-time was an important factor for the present study, it was concluded that 0.6 

elements/mm (1.7 mm element size) would be preferable.  
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Figure 1. Effect of element size on the calculated stiffness (top-left) and failure load (top-right) and on the cpu-

time needed for the full analysis (bottom). Error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals. 
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Appendix B 

Elastic and strength parameters used for the micro-FE and the homogenized-FE 

(Supplementary information for chapter 5) 

 

Table 1: Elastic and strength parameters used for the micro-FE 

Bone tissue Young’s modulus  Et [GPa] 10.0 

Bone tissue Poisson’s ratio  v [-] 0.3 

Critical volume for failure load calculation  vcrit [-] 4% 

Critical value for failure load estimation crit [-] 1% 

 

Table 2: Elastic and strength parameters used for the homogenized FE. Bold values were determined in this study; 

other values were taken from (Hosseini et al., 2017) 

Bone tissue Young’s modulus 
0  [GPa] 19.01 

Bone tissue shear modulus 
0  [GPa] 7.851 

Bone tissuePoisson’s ratio 
0v  [-] 0.223 

Power for modulus-density relationship  k [-] 2 

Power for modulus-fabric relationship  l [-] 0.96 

Bone tissue compressive strength 
0
  [MPa] 166 

Bone tissue tensile strength 
0
  [MPa] 131 

Bone tissue shear strength 
0  [MPa] 67.3 

Interaction parameter for surface 
0  0.26BV/TV+0.23 

Power for strength-density relationship  P 1.82 

Power for strength-fabric relationship  q 0.79 

Prescribed cumulated plastic strain at ultimate load 
max  0.02 

Plastic hardening rate  S 100 

Critical damage value  Dc 0.75 

Damage rate  a 7.0 
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Appendix C  

Damage plot (hFE) and Von Mises Strain distributions (mFE and hFE) for modelled sections 

(Supplementary information for chapter 5) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Damage distribution at the failure load for the hFE model of one of the samples just after reaching the 

failure load. The model is cut in half to reveal the inside strain distribution. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Von Mises strain calculated for the mFE model (left) and the hFE model (right) for one of the samples 

compressed to a 1% strain. The models are cut in half to reveal the inside strain distribution. 
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Appendix D 

Scripts and tasks to perform the homogenized- and micro- FE analyses 

(Supplementary information for chapter 5) 

 

mFE analysis 

$!       
$!         _/_/_/  _/_/_/    _/         
$!          _/    _/    _/  _/           Image Processing Language   
$!         _/    _/_/_/    _/  
$!        _/    _/        _/             (c) Eindhoven Univ. of Technology 
$!     _/_/_/  _/        _/_/_/_/            Bert v. Rietbergen 
$!         
$! 
$! Script for XtremeCT2 micro-FE analysis. 
$! Requires SCANCO IPLFE v1.16 or higher to run 
$! 
$! Call as: @mFE.com disk2:[microct.data.00001234.00005678]c0001234.aim 
$! 
$! with the numbers 00001234 and 00005678 replaced by the correct sample  
$! number and  measurement number respectively, and the filename c0001234  
$! replaced by the correct file name. In case the data is stored at another 
$! disk also the disk specification should be replaced. 
$! 
$! This script uses the E5E6 cortical/cancellous compartment definitions  
$! Required input files: _SEG.AIM and .GOBJ 
$! 
$! --------------------------------------------------------------------------
$! Definition of base filename and jobname: 
$  FILENAME     = F$PARSE("''P1'",,,"NAME") - "_SEG" 
$  DEV          = F$PARSE("''P1'",,,"DEVICE") 
$  DIR          = F$PARSE("''P1'",,,"DIRECTORY") 
$  FILEBASE     = DEV + DIR + FILENAME 
$  JOB_NAME     = FILEBASE + "_MFE" 
$! --------------------------------------------------------------------------
$! Definition of symbols used in the script: 
$  IPL_SEGAIM   = FILEBASE + "_SEG.AIM"         ! input: segmented aim file 
$  IPL_FNAME0   = JOB_NAME + ".AIM"             ! output: FE aim file  
$  IPL_FNAME1   = JOB_NAME + "_RESULT.AIM"      ! output: FE result aim file 
$  IPL_GOBJ0    = FILEBASE + ".GOBJ"            ! input: periosteal contour 
$  IPL_PROBLEM  = 33                            ! problem_nr  
$  IPL_FEPAR_NO = 43                            ! variable_nr for post-proc. 
$  IPL_FEA0     = 10000                         ! Young's modulus trab tissue  
$  IPL_FEA1     = 10000                         ! Young's modulus cort tissue 
$  IPL_FEA2     = "-0.05"                       ! Critical_volume for    
                                                ! strength  
$  IPL_FEA3     = "0.01"                        ! Critical_value   ,,     ,,     
$! 
$! ---- Check if the required input files exist 
$! 
$  IF (F$SEARCH(IPL_SEGAIM) .EQS. "") 
$  THEN 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
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$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ERROR: cannot find file: ",IPL_SEGAIM 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " This task can only run after the standard patient  
$                        evaluation is completed 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     STOP 
$  ENDIF        
$  IF (F$SEARCH(IPL_GOBJ0) .EQS. "") 
$  THEN 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ERROR: cannot find file: ",IPL_GOBJ0 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " This task can only run after the standard patient  
$                        evaluation is completed 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     STOP 
$  ENDIF         
$  ON ERROR THEN EXIT 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$! First part of the IPL script: pre-processing 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$  IPLFE_BATCH 
 
! ---- Read segmented aim generated by the default image processing. For XT2 
!      this file already has different values for the cort/trab compartments 
 
/read 
  -name                      comb 
  -filename                  "IPL_SEGAIM 
 
! ---- only include the regions indicated by the gobj 
 
/gobj_maskaimpeel_ow 
  -input_output              comb 
  -gobj_filename             "IPL_GOBJ0 
  -peel_iter                 0 
 
! ---- Delete unconnected parts 
 
/cl_rank_extract 
  -input                     comb 
  -output                    cl 
  -first_rank                1 
  -last_rank                 1 
  -connect_boundary          false 
  -value_in_range            1 
 
/multiply_volumes 
  -input1                    comb 
  -input2                    cl 
  -output                    out 
  -common_region_only        false 
  -multiply_zero_pixels      true 
 
/del comb 
/del cl 
 
! ---- Remove empty space around the bone, if any 
/bounding_box_cut 
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  -input                     out 
  -output                    fem 
  -z_only                    false 
  -border                    0 0 0 
 
/del out 
 
/write 
  -name                      fem 
  -filename                  "IPL_FNAME0         ! (_MFE.AIM) 
  -compress_type             bin 
.. 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$! Second part of the IPL script: the actual FE-analysis 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$  IPLFE_BATCH 
 
/read 
  -name                      fem 
  -filename                  "IPL_FNAME0         ! (_MFE.AIM) 
 
/fe_solve3 
  -in                        fem 
  -fea_file_name             "JOB_NAME           ! (_MFE) 
  -problem_nr                "IPL_PROBLEM 
  -scale_factor              -0.01 
  -list_option               1 
  -tolerance_force           1.000000E-03 
  -tolerance_displ           1.000000E+00 
  -max_nr_iter               50000 
  -restart_option            0 
  -comp_val_mat_001          126 
  -Ymodulus_mat_001          "IPL_FEA0 
  -Poissonr_mat_001          3.000000E-01 
  -comp_val_mat_002          127 
  -Ymodulus_mat_002          "IPL_FEA1 
  -Poissonr_mat_002          3.000000E-01 
  -comp_val_mat_003          0 
  -Ymodulus_mat_003          1.000000E+04 
  -Poissonr_mat_003          3.000000E-01 
.. 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$! Third part of the IPL script: post-processing 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$  IPLFE_BATCH 
 
/db_scanco_activate 
  -write                     true 
 
! ---- use the voxgobj to get the correct threshold in the database 
 
/read 
  -name                      fem 
  -filename                  "IPL_FNAME0         ! (_MFE.AIM) 
 
/voxgobj_scanco_param 
  -input                     fem 
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  -gobj_filename             "IPL_GOBJ0 
  -peel_iter                 -1 
  -region_number             0 
 
/del fem 
 
! ---- do the postprocessing and store results in the database 
 
/fe_post 
  -post_file_name            "JOB_NAME           ! (_MFE) 
  -output                    res 
  -variable_nr               "IPL_FEPAR_NO 
  -loadcase_nr               1 
  -list_option               1 
  -interpol_option           1 
  -averaging_option          0 
  -test_dir                  0 
  -critical_variable_nr      "IPL_FEPAR_NO       ! Not available in FE v01.* 
  -critical_volume           "IPL_FEA2 
  -critical_value            "IPL_FEA3 
 
/write 
  -name                      res 
  -filename                  "IPL_FNAME1         ! (_MFE_RESULT.AIM) 
.. 
$! 
 

 
hFE analysis 
 
$!       
$!         _/_/_/  _/_/_/    _/         
$!          _/    _/    _/  _/           Image Processing Language   
$!         _/    _/_/_/    _/  
$!        _/    _/        _/             (c) Eindhoven Univ. of Technology 
$!     _/_/_/  _/        _/_/_/_/            Bert v. Rietbergen 
$!         
$!         
$! Script for XtremeCT2 homogenized-FE analysis  
$! Requires SCANCO IPLFE v2.01 or higher to run 
$! 
$! Call as: @hFE.com disk2:[microct.data.00001234.00005678]c0001234.aim 
$! 
$! with the numbers 00001234 and 00005678 replaced by the correct sample  
$! number and measurement number respectively, and the filename c0001234  
$! replaced by the correct file name. In case the data is stored at another  
$! disk also the disk specification should be replaced. 
$! 
$! This script uses the E5E6 cortical/cancellous compartment definitions  
$! Required input files: .AIM, _SEG.AIM, .GOBJ and _TRAB_MASK.GOBJ 
$! 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$! Definition of base filename and jobname: 
$  FILENAME     = F$PARSE("''P1'",,,"NAME") - "_SEG" 
$  DEV          = F$PARSE("''P1'",,,"DEVICE") 
$  DIR          = F$PARSE("''P1'",,,"DIRECTORY") 
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$  FILEBASE     = DEV + DIR + FILENAME 
$  JOB_NAME     = FILEBASE + "_HFE" 
$! 
$! Definition of symbols used in the script: 
$  IPL_AIM      = FILEBASE + ".AIM"               ! input: aim file 
$  IPL_SEGAIM   = FILEBASE + "_SEG.AIM"           ! input: segmented aim 
$  IPL_FNAME0   = JOB_NAME + ".INP"               ! output: FE input inp 
$  IPL_FNAME1   = JOB_NAME + "_FST_INC_RESULT.AIM"! output: first inc res. 
$  IPL_FNAME2   = JOB_NAME + "_LST_INC_RESULT.AIM"! output: last inc res. 
$  IPL_FNAME3   = JOB_NAME + "_BASE.INP"          ! temp: model input 
$  IPL_FNAME4   = JOB_NAME + "_TRAB.INP"          ! temp: model input 
$  IPL_GOBJ0    = FILEBASE + ".GOBJ"              ! input: perios. contour 
$  IPL_GOBJ1    = FILEBASE + "_TRAB_MASK.GOBJ"    ! input: endost. contour 
$  IPL_MISC1_0  = 28                              ! downscale factor 
$  IPL_MISC1_1  = 1                               ! meshing_option 
$  IPL_MISC1_2  = 1                               ! fabric_option 
$  IPL_PROBLEM  = 33                              ! problem_nr  
$  IPL_FEPAR_NO = 42                              ! var. for first inc. 
$  IPL_FEA0     = 120                             ! var. for last inc. 
$! 
$! ---- Check if the required input files exist 
$! 
$  IF (F$SEARCH(IPL_AIM) .EQS. "") 
$  THEN 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ERROR: cannot find file: ",IPL_AIM 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " This task can only run after the standard patient 
evaluation is completed 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     STOP 
$  ENDIF        
$  IF (F$SEARCH(IPL_SEGAIM) .EQS. "") 
$  THEN 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ERROR: cannot find file: ",IPL_SEGAIM 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " This task can only run after the standard patient  
                         evaluation is completed 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     STOP 
$  ENDIF        
$  IF (F$SEARCH(IPL_GOBJ0) .EQS. "") 
$  THEN 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ERROR: cannot find file: ",IPL_GOBJ0 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " This task can only run after the standard patient  
$                        evaluation is completed 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     STOP 
$  ENDIF         
$  IF (F$SEARCH(IPL_GOBJ1) .EQS. "") 
$  THEN 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ERROR: cannot find file: ",IPL_GOBJ1 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " This task can only run after the standard patient  
$                        evaluation is completed 
$     WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ---------------------------------------------------" 
$     STOP 
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$  ENDIF         
$! 
$! ---- When using hex elements, use a low mask threshold such that any  
$!      element touching the mask is included. When using tet elements,  
$!      threshold at 50% to get the proper contours 
$! 
$  IF (IPL_MISC1_1 .EQ. 1)  
$  THEN 
$     SCALE_THRESHOLD == 10 
$  ELSE  
$     IF (IPL_MISC1_1 .EQ. 2)  
$     THEN 
$        SCALE_THRESHOLD == 500 
$     ELSE 
$        WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ------------------------------------------------" 
$        WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " Invalid meshing option: ", IPL_MISC1_1 
$        WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " Valid options are 1 and 2 only 
$        WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " ------------------------------------------------" 
$        EXIT 2 
$     ENDIF 
$  ENDIF 
$  ON ERROR THEN EXIT 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$! First part of the IPL script: pre-processing and homogenization 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$  IPLFE_BATCH 
 
! ---- Read the original input files  
 
/read 
  -name                      org_in 
  -filename                  "IPL_AIM 
 
/read 
  -name                      seg_in 
  -filename                  "IPL_SEGAIM 
 
/gobj_to_aim 
  -gobj_filename             "IPL_GOBJ0 
  -output                    full_mask_in 
  -peel_iter                 0 
 
/gobj_to_aim 
  -gobj_filename             "IPL_GOBJ1 
  -output                    trab_mask_in 
  -peel_iter                 0 
 
! ---- Make a common 'canvas' to which all images will be pasted to ensure 
!      they are positioned in the proper way relative to each other when  
!      removing the pos later 
 
/threshold 
  -input                     org_in 
  -output                    tmp 
  -lower_in_perm_aut_al      999999 
  -upper_in_perm_aut_al      0 
  -value_in_range            0 
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  -unit                      0 
 
! ---- Set a border of downscale_factor voxels around the canvas in x/y-dir 
!      This is needed later for better density interpolation when using tet  
!      elements 
 
/border_change 
  -input                     tmp 
  -output                    canvas 
  -border                    "IPL_MISC1_0 "IPL_MISC1_0 0 
 
/del tmp 
 
! ---- Now place all images in the canvas  
 
/concat 
  -input1                    canvas 
  -input2                    org_in 
  -output                    org_canv 
  -common_region_only        false 
  -add_not_overlay           false 
 
/del org_in 
 
/concat 
  -input1                    canvas 
  -input2                    seg_in 
  -output                    seg_canv 
  -common_region_only        false 
  -add_not_overlay           false 
 
/del seg_in 
 
/concat 
  -input1                    canvas 
  -input2                    full_mask_in 
  -output                    full_mask_canv 
  -common_region_only        false 
  -add_not_overlay           false 
 
/del full_mask_in 
 
/concat 
  -input1                    canvas 
  -input2                    trab_mask_in 
  -output                    trab_mask_canv 
  -common_region_only        false 
  -add_not_overlay           false 
 
/del trab_mask_in 
 
! ---- Now all images are pasted in the same canvas, crop all images to the  
!      volume of interest (voi) which is defined as the volume of seg with a  
!      border in x/y-dir of downscale_factor voxels.  
!      This will remove any slices potentially lost due to slice matching  
!      from all images. 
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! ---- first get the voi 
 
/gobj_maskaimpeel_ow 
  -input_output              seg_canv 
  -gobj_filename             "IPL_GOBJ0 
  -peel_iter                 0 
 
/bounding_box_cut 
  -input                     seg_canv 
  -output                    voi 
  -z_only                    false 
  -border                    "IPL_MISC1_0 "IPL_MISC1_0 0        
 
! Create the voi border in x/y-dir only 
 
/set_value 
  -input                     voi 
  -value_object              0 
  -value_background          0 
 
! ---- then crop all images to the voi dim and pos 
 
/concat 
  -input1                    voi 
  -input2                    org_canv 
  -output                    org 
  -common_region_only        true 
  -add_not_overlay           false 
 
/del org_canv 
 
/concat 
  -input1                    voi 
  -input2                    seg_canv 
  -output                    seg 
  -common_region_only        true 
  -add_not_overlay           false 
 
/del seg_canv 
 
/concat 
  -input1                    voi 
  -input2                    full_mask_canv 
  -output                    full_mask 
  -common_region_only        true 
  -add_not_overlay           false 
 
/del full_mask_canv 
 
/concat 
  -input1                    voi 
  -input2                    trab_mask_canv 
  -output                    trab_mask 
  -common_region_only        true 
  -add_not_overlay           false 
 
/del trab_mask_canv 
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/del voi 
 
/exa org geo 
/exa seg geo 
/exa trab_mask geo 
/exa full_mask geo 
 
! ---- Set the pos of all files to zero such that alignment of downscaled and  
!      high-resolution images is exact for any down_scale_factor.  
!      For example, if this is not done and the pos was 49 and the downscale  
!      factor 10, the downscaled image would have a pos of 4. The error in  
!      the pos thus would be 9 voxels in size. This would affect the  
!      calculation of the element density/fabric later. By setting the pos to 
!      zero, no such errors occur 
 
/header_geo_set 
  -input                     org 
  -off_new                   -1   -1   -1 
  -pos_new                    0    0    0 
  -el_size_mm_new            -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
 
/header_geo_set 
  -input                     seg 
  -off_new                   -1   -1   -1 
  -pos_new                    0    0    0 
  -el_size_mm_new            -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
 
/header_geo_set 
  -input                     full_mask 
  -off_new                   -1   -1   -1 
  -pos_new                    0    0    0 
  -el_size_mm_new            -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
 
/header_geo_set 
  -input                     trab_mask 
  -off_new                   -1   -1   -1 
  -pos_new                    0    0    0 
  -el_size_mm_new            -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
 
/exa trab_mask geo 
 
! ------ create the cortical and trabecular compartment masks  
 
/subtract_aims 
  -input1                    full_mask 
  -input2                    trab_mask 
  -output                    cort_mask 
 
/set_value 
  -input                     trab_mask 
  -value_object              1 
  -value_background          0 
 
/set_value 
  -input                     cort_mask 
  -value_object              2 
  -value_background          0 
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! ---- Generate the mesh 
 
/fe_mesh 
  -in                        full_mask 
  -out_filename              "IPL_FNAME3         ! (_HFE_BASE.INP) 
  -output_format             abaqus 
  -down_scale_factor         "IPL_MISC1_0 
  -threshold_value           "SCALE_THRESHOLD 
  -threshold_unit            6 
  -max_nr_groups             0 
  -meshing_option            "IPL_MISC1_1 
  -element_order             1 
  -use_hex_as_tet            false 
  -oddcase_start             true 
  -optimize_bw               fasle 
  -max_aspect_ratio          1.000000 
  -min_side_length           0.100000 
  -global_pos_flag           true 
  -problem_nr                0 
  -max_nr_mat                0 
  -density_option            0 
  -ref_density               1.000000 
  -Emod_const_a              10000.000000 
  -Emod_const_b              0.000000 
  -Emod_const_p              1.000000 
  -Poissons_ratio            0.300000 
 
/del full_mask 
 
! ---- calculate element density and fabric for the trabecular elements 
 
/hfe_homogenize 
  -org                       org 
  -seg                       seg 
  -mask                      trab_mask 
  -mesh_infile_name          "IPL_FNAME3         ! (_HFE_BASE.INP) 
  -mesh_outfile_name         "IPL_FNAME4         ! (_HFE_TRAB.INP) 
  -VOI_radius                2.000000 
  -volfrac_option            2 
  -volfrac_ref_density       1200.000000 
  -volfrac_min               0.001 
  -fabric_option             "IPL_MISC1_2 
  -fabric_min_volume         8.000000 
  -fabric_min_volfrac        0.050000 
  -fabric_power_transform    1.0 
  -MIL_peel_iter             0 
  -MIL_ip_sigma              0.000000 
  -MIL_ip_support            0 
  -MIL_ip_threshold          50 
  -MIL_nr_ave_iter           2 
  -MIL_t_dir_radius          2 
  -MIL_epsilon               1.200000 
  -list_option               2 
 
/del trab_mask 
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! ---- calculate element density but no fabric for the cortical elements 
!      Set a very small radius: will be set to element size by  
!      /hfe_homogenize 
 
/hfe_homogenize 
  -org                       org 
  -seg                       seg 
  -mask                      cort_mask 
  -mesh_infile_name          "IPL_FNAME4         ! (_HFE_TRAB.INP) 
  -mesh_outfile_name         "IPL_FNAME0         ! (_HFE.INP) 
  -VOI_radius                0.010000 
  -volfrac_option            2 
  -volfrac_ref_density       1200.000000 
  -volfrac_min               0.001 
  -fabric_option             0 
  -fabric_min_volume         8.000000 
  -fabric_min_volfrac        0.050000 
  -fabric_power_transform    1.0 
  -MIL_peel_iter             0 
  -MIL_ip_sigma              0.000000 
  -MIL_ip_support            0 
  -MIL_ip_threshold          50 
  -MIL_nr_ave_iter           2 
  -MIL_t_dir_radius          2 
  -MIL_epsilon               1.200000 
  -list_option               2 
 
/del org 
/del seg 
/del cort_mask 
.. 
$  DEL 'IPL_FNAME3';* 
$  DEL 'IPL_FNAME4';* 
$! 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$! Second part of the IPL script: the actual FE-analysis 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$! 
$  IPLFE_BATCH 
 
/hfe_solve 
  -in_file_name              "IPL_FNAME0         ! (_HFE.INP) 
  -job_file_name             "JOB_NAME           ! (_HFE_XT2_STD) 
  -Eparams                   19010. 7851 0.223 
  -Epowers                   2.00 0.96 1.00 
  -Sparams                   131. 166. 67.3 
  -Spowers                   1.82 0.79 1.00 
  -CHI                       0.23 0.26 
  -Dparams                   0.750 7.000 
  -Hparams                   100.000 0.020 
  -problem_nr                "IPL_PROBLEM 
  -scale_factor              -0.05000000 
  -nod_select_tol            0.010 
  -nr_steps                  100 
  -tolerance                 0.001 
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  -max_nr_iter               20 
  -assembly_every_iters      3 
  -max_force_drop            0.020000 
  -list_option               1 
.. 
$! 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$! Third part of the IPL script: additional post-processing 
$! -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$! 
$  POST1: 
$  IF (IPL_FEPAR_NO.EQ.0) THEN GOTO POST2 
$  IPLFE_BATCH 
 
/db_scanco_activate 
  -write                     true 
 
! ---- use the voxgobj to get the correct threshold in the database 
 
/read 
  -name                      in 
  -filename                  "IPL_SEGAIM 
 
/voxgobj_scanco_param 
  -input                     in 
  -gobj_filename             "IPL_GOBJ0 
  -peel_iter                 -1 
  -region_number             0 
 
! ---- create first plot 
 
/hfe_post 
  -job_file_name             "JOB_NAME           ! (_HFE_XT2_STD) 
  -out                       res 
  -dim_out                   -1 -1 -1 
  -pos_out                   -1 -1 -1 
  -el_size_mm_out            -1 -1 -1 
  -variable_nr               "IPL_FEPAR_NO 
  -loadstep_nr               1 
  -interpol_option           2 
  -defplot_scaling           0.000000 
  -list_option               1 
 
/write 
  -name                      res 
  -filename                  "IPL_FNAME1         ! (_HFE_FST_INC_RESULTS.AIM) 
  -compress_type             bin 
.. 
$! 
$  POST2: 
$  IF (IPL_FEA0.EQ.0) THEN EXIT 
$  IPLFE_BATCH 
 
/db_scanco_activate 
  -write                     true 
 
! ---- create 2nd plot  
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/hfe_post 
  -job_file_name             "JOB_NAME           ! (_HFE_XT2_STD) 
  -out                       res 
  -dim_out                   -1 -1 -1 
  -pos_out                   -1 -1 -1 
  -el_size_mm_out            -1 -1 -1 
  -variable_nr               "IPL_FEA0 
  -loadstep_nr               99999 
  -interpol_option           2 
  -defplot_scaling           0.000000 
  -list_option               1 
 
/write 
  -name                      res 
  -filename                  "IPL_FNAME2         ! (_HFE_LST_INC_RESULTS.AIM) 
  -compress_type             bin 
.. 
$! 
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Summary 

 

Osteoporosis leads to deterioration of the bone microarchitecture, enhanced bone fragility and 

increased bone fracture risk due to a fall. This disease affects mainly trabecular bone, but also 

contributes to the thinning and increased porosity of the cortical walls, conditions that are 

directly associated with a reduction in bone strength. As a result, patients have a higher risk of 

fragility fractures. It thus is important to avoid fractures. This, however, requires an accurate 

diagnosis of bone fracture risk. Several studies have proposed DEXA and quantitative CT (QCT) 

imaging as tools for the diagnosis of bone fracture risk by measuring the bone density, although 

their resolution is not good enough to recognize the trabecular architecture. With the 

introduction of High Resolution peripheral Quantitative CT (HR-pQCT) imaging, it has become 

possible to image both trabecular structure and morphological changes. Several studies have 

investigated if morphological parameters measured by HR-pQCT are better predictors of bone 

fracture risk than DEXA. Although such studies have found clear differences between fracture 

patients and controls, it was found that the fracture risk prediction is not much improved.  

 

Finite element (FE) modeling has been proposed to better estimate bone fracture risk, providing 

a direct mathematical relationship between the bone internal and external morphology and bone 

strength. Finite element models can be derived directly from CT scans where the geometry of the 

model is manually or automatically derived from the periosteal contour of the bone and 

subdivided in elements by using a voxel conversion technique, where bone voxels are directly 

converted to brick elements in the FE model. While most studies only accounted for bone density 

to represent the element material properties, later studies also included bone fabric to quantify 

bone anisotropic properties. Whereas FE models can much better predict bone strength than 

density or morphological analyses, their ability to predict bone fracture risk is less clear. With the 

introduction of the HR-pQCT, it became possible as well to perform micro-FE analyses that model 

that actual bone microstructure. Several studies have validated the strength prediction of micro-

FE analyses based on HR-pQCT images of the distal radius and found considerable improvements 

over strength predictions based on DEXA aBMD or other density measures. Micro-FE has also 
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been used in many clinical studies to predict bone fractures. In a recent study that included 

results from many prospective studies, it was found that the association between fractures and 

micro-FE results indeed was much stronger than that of any other parameter investigated. Micro-

FE analyses have also been used to measure the stiffness of fractured bone. In such studies the 

fractured region is scanned and micro-FE analyses involving compression/bending tests are 

simulated. It was found that the calculated stiffness first drops, and only after some 3 weeks the 

micro-FE calculated stiffness showed a clear increase in stiffness over time. Two years later, the 

fractured site actually had a higher stiffness than the contralateral site. Presently, however, it is 

still unclear what the accuracy of such micro-FE analyses of fractured bone are as unlike with 

intact bone, an experimental validation is not feasible. It seems likely that several systematic 

errors will occur, such as the fact that trabeculae that touch will be considered to be bonded and 

the fact that bone tissue itself may be damaged, but that this cannot be derived from the images. 

It was proposed that such artefacts could explain, for example, the initial drop in stiffness seen 

in the fracture healing studies. Similar problems may occur for bone that is treated by cement 

after a fracture. The cement can be visualized with HR-pQCT as these cements are radiopaque, 

but it presently is unclear to what extent the stiffness of bone treated with cement can be 

predicted by micro-FE or other analyses.  

 

Therefore, the main goal of this thesis was to investigate to what extent micro-FE analysis based 

on high resolution CT-images can accurately estimate material properties of intact and damaged 

bone tissue. For this, chapter 1 presents the general introduction, the goals and the outline of 

this thesis. To reach the main goal of the thesis, chapter 2 presents the ability of micro-FE analysis 

to estimate the compressive stiffness of cancellous bone samples after a fracture was tested. 

Following, the stiffness after cementing a fractured sample was measured and compared to the 

fractured and unfractured situation (chapter 3). In this study also, micro-FE was used in order to 

test if it can predict the stiffness of cemented bone. In these studies, trabecular samples were 

micro-CT scanned and tested in compression before and after fracture and after cement fixation. 

Different types of fractures were induced, varying from a smooth osteotomy-like fracture to a 

rough comminuted fracture caused by impact at high speed. The experimentally measured loss 
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in stiffness due to a fracture ranged from 37% to 86% depending on the type of fracture. The 

stiffness measured after cement fixation was 12% to 53% less than the original intact stiffness. 

The micro-FE analyses overestimated the stiffness after a fracture for rough fractures, while good 

agreement between micro-FE and experimental results was found for smooth fractures.  For the 

cemented cases, micro-FE underpredicted the stiffness of smooth cemented fractures while it 

overpredicted that of rough cemented fractures. It was also found that bone morphology 

parameters did not provide a better predictor of the stiffness after fracture or cement 

application.  

 

As the first goal of diagnosis should be to avoid bone fractures, the second part of the thesis 

focused on the bone strength prediction. In chapter 4, this is done for small animal models where 

the investigation was focused on an assessment of the accuracy of beam theory to predict yield 

strength of small animal long bones by comparing results based on beam theory with those based 

on micro-FE models. Rat Femurs of two age groups were scanned using micro-CT and subjected 

to a three-point bending test from which the yield force was obtained. The tissue yield stress 

then was calculated by regressing the experimental results with results obtained from beam 

theory and micro-FE analysis. It was found that the bone strength calculated from beam theory 

overpredicted that calculated from micro-FE by 8.0%. When comparing results for the age groups 

a similar increase in tissue strength was found for beam theory and micro-FE, but significant 

differences over time were found only for the micro-FE tissue yield stress.  

 

Chapter 5 focused on the mechanical analysis of human bone strength based on HR-pQCT in-vivo 

scans. Although this method has been validated in several studies for the first generation of this 

type of scanner, there was no validation yet for the second generation of HR-pQCT devices, even 

though it was clear that strength and stiffness parameters need changes. The goal of this chapter 

therefore was to establish optimal parameters when performing micro-FE and also homogenized 

FE analyses to provide accurate failure load predictions for the standard scan region of the distal 

radius based on second-generation HR-pQCT images. Compared to micro-FE analyses based on 

first generation images, the number of elements in the models is increased by a factor of around 

2.5 due to the higher resolution. Consequently, the processing time of the micro-FE models was 
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increased by a factor of around 4, which implies solving times in the range of 6 to 24 hours 

(depending on site and size), which can become an inhibiting factor when analyzing large 

numbers of patients. For this reason, homogenized-FE was proposed as a faster alternative to 

estimate failure loads. Performances in terms of computational costs between micro-FE and 

homogenized-FE were also compared. Scans were made for cadaver radii. After identification of 

material parameters, micro-FE precisely predicted the measured failure load (R2 = 0.955), but 

homogenized FE performed almost equally well (R2 = 0.952) while the homogenized FE analyses 

were around 22 times faster than micro-FE analyses. When analyzing the standard clinical region, 

the homogenized FE results tended to predict failure loads that were higher than those measured 

experimental for the 20 mm region, indicating that the failure is expected outside (more distal 

of) this region. With the micro-FE analyses this effect was not found.  

 

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings and implications of the studies described in 

previous chapters of this dissertation as well as the future perspectives.  

 

In summary, this PhD thesis introduces novel FE applications that can be used to diagnose, 

analyze and predict bone mechanical properties at the bone organ-level as well as on the bone 

tissue-level for a wide range of (pre-)clinical applications. 
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